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SUMMARY
The interaction of RB with chromatin is key to understanding its molecular functions. Here, for first time, we
identify the full spectrum of chromatin-bound RB. Rather than exclusively binding promoters, as is often
described, RB targets three fundamentally different types of loci (promoters, enhancers, and insulators),
which are largely distinguishable by the mutually exclusive presence of E2F1, c-Jun, and CTCF. While
E2F/DP facilitates RB association with promoters, AP-1 recruits RB to enhancers. Although phosphorylation
in CDK sites is often portrayed as releasing RB from chromatin, we show that the cell cycle redistributes RB
so that it enriches at promoters in G1 and at non-promoter sites in cycling cells. RB-bound promoters include
the classic E2F-targets and are similar between lineages, but RB-bound enhancers associate with different
categories of genes and vary between cell types. Thus, RB has a well-preserved role controlling E2F in G1,
and it targets cell-type-specific enhancers and CTCF sites when cells enter S-phase.
INTRODUCTION

RB was one of the first tumor suppressors to be identified; it is

widely expressed in normal cells but is functionally inactivated

in cancers. RB’s mechanism of action is often described using

a simple model: RB associates with E2F-regulated promoters

and blocks cell-cycle progression inG1 by suppressing transcrip-

tion of cell-cycle genes (Weinberg, 1995). This property is cell

cycle dependent; active RB is generated when cells accumulate

inG1, during senescence, or during checkpoint-mediated cell-cy-

cle arrest. Mitogenic signals activate cyclin-dependent kinases

(CDKs) that phosphorylate RB and prevent its repression of

E2F. In this way, RB phosphorylation increases E2F-mediated

transcription and promotes cell-cycle progression (Dyson, 1998;

Kent and Leone, 2019; Knudsen and Knudsen, 2008; Rubin

et al., 2020). Thus, when cells proliferate, RB is thought to oscillate

between active (unphosphorylated) and inactive (hyperphos-

phorylated) states.

Sadly, this textbook description of the canonical activity of

RB cannot easily explain many elements of the RB literature.
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In particular, this model does not explain why RB’s tumor-sup-

pressor activity is tissuespecific and context specific. There is

much evidence that RB has significant roles beyond its peri-

odic regulation of E2F (reviewed in the studies conducted by

Dick et al., 2018; Dyson, 2016). In addition to E2F, multiple

transcription factors (TFs) are reported to physically interact

with RB (Hagemeier et al., 1993; Kim et al., 1992; Konishi

et al., 1999; Nead et al., 1998; Wang et al., 1993), and signa-

tures associated with RB loss suggest that RB can either

increase or decrease gene expression (Chen et al., 2019; Ertel

et al., 2010; Markey et al., 2007). Notably, RB causes context-

specific activation at genes that are important for cell differen-

tiation (Calo et al., 2010; Thomas et al., 2001). It also appears

that some activities of RB are not inactivated by CDKs (Avni

et al., 2003; Ianari et al., 2009; Ishak et al., 2016; Wells

et al., 2003). RB has been reported to repress the expression

of repetitive genomic regions (Ishak et al., 2016), to promote

genomic stability during chromosome segregation (Hernando

et al., 2004; Manning et al., 2010; Manning et al., 2014), to

regulate metabolic flux and mitochondrial respiration (Nicolay
er 15, 2022 ª 2022 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier Inc. 3333
C-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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et al., 2015; Sanidas et al., 2019), and to associate with DNA

breaks to stimulate repair (Cook et al., 2015; Vélez-Cruz

et al., 2016). Analysis of the impact of RB loss on the develop-

ment of prostate and lung cancers shows that RB is important

for cells to preserve lineage fidelity (Ku et al., 2017; Mu et al.,

2017; Niederst et al., 2015; Walter et al., 2019); the loss of this

activity is critical during malignant progression. Clearly, the

models for RB’s mechanism of action need to be updated,

and new models are needed that incorporate both canonical

and noncanonical activities of RB.

A critical gap in the literature is the paucity of information

about the genomic distribution of RB. ChIP-sequencing

(ChIP-seq) analysis of human RB is technically difficult, with

experiments giving low signal and high background. Conse-

quently, studies of RB-associated loci have focused primarily

on the promoters of E2F target genes where RB binds tightly.

Here, RB binding fluctuates with growth conditions (Chicas

et al., 2010). It is evident though that the conventional E2F-

regulated promoters do not give a full picture of RB action.

Studies focusing on specific target genes described RB asso-

ciation with non-E2F regulatory elements (Gonzalez-Vascon-

cellos et al., 2017; Kareta et al., 2015). Interestingly, the inac-

tivation of RB by viral proteins does not prevent RB

association with chromatin but redistributes its repressor ac-

tivity in a p300/CBP-dependent manner toward genes

involved in interleukin and interferon signaling (Ferrari et al.,

2014). But beyond the highest-affinity binding sites, the full

distribution of RB is unclear. The recent identification of func-

tionally distinct, monophosphorylated isoforms of RB (mP-

RBs) (Burke et al., 2012; Burke et al., 2014; Narasimha

et al., 2014; Sanidas et al., 2019) shows that RB’s mechanism

of action is more complex than previously appreciated and

underscores the need for a comprehensive picture of the

genomic distribution of RB.

Here, we used an inducible replacement system to circum-

vent the technical difficulties associated with RB ChIP and

generated high-quality ChIP-seq data for wild-type RB, for

unphosphorylated RB, and for the 14 previously described

mP-RBs (Narasimha et al., 2014; Sanidas et al., 2019). These

profiles give a detailed picture and change our understanding

of where RB acts and how it is regulated. The results show

that, rather than exclusively targeting promoters, RB associ-

ates with specific subsets of promoters, enhancers, and insu-

lators, and it is recruited to these different locations by distinct

factors. RB’s interaction with DNA repeats is minimal, and our

data do not support a report that RB targets repetitive se-

quences (Ishak et al., 2016). During cell-cycle progression,

RB is not released from chromatin, as often described, but

instead redistributes from high-affinity sites (mostly in

promoters) to lower-affinity sites (mostly in enhancers and in-

sulators). The non-promoter loci bound by RB vary greatly

between cell lines. The additional binding sites are significant

since RB depletion alters the expression of genes with RB-

bound enhancers. We suggest that RB-binding sites in non-

promoter regions do not just represent newly discovered sites

of RB action and previously unappreciated pools of chro-

matin-associated RB, but they provide a simple mechanistic

explanation for context-specific roles of RB.
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RESULTS

RB associates with both promoter and non-promoter
regions in the human genome
To obtain a detailed picture of the genomic distribution of RB, we

generated ChIP-seq profiles from human retinal pigment epithe-

lial cells (RPE1) engineered to express specific RB forms. After

48 h of doxycycline treatment, endogenous RB was replaced

in these cells by similar levels of exogenous FLAG-tagged

wild-type RB, or by RBDCDK (a constitutively active allele in

which all known in vivo CDK phosphorylation sites are mutated

to alanine), or by any one of 14 mP-RB alleles that contain just a

single intact CDK phosphorylation site (Sanidas et al., 2019).

Consistent with their ability to suppress E2F transcriptional

programs (Sanidas et al., 2019), RBDCDK and all mP-RBs asso-

ciated tightly with the promoters of E2F-regulated genes

(Figure S1A). Aggregation of ChIP-seq data for all RB proteins re-

vealed 28,115 RB peaks with fold-change-enrichment scores

of > 2 relative to the maximum background signal. The RB peaks

were distributed almost evenly across all RB phosphorylation iso-

forms (FigureS1B). To seek chromatin regions thatwere preferen-

tially bound by a specific phosphorylation form and to measure

differences in the number of the peaks between isoforms, we

systematically increased the peak-calling threshold. This reduced

the number of peaks—for example, 23,761 peaks had an enrich-

ment score relative to background of > 4 (Figure 1A)—but it did

not reveal a substantial fraction of sites that were uniquely bound

by a specific isoform or by a subgroup of isoforms. Thus, in gen-

eral, monophosphorylation does not target RB to unique sites.

We identified RB peaks located in presumptive promoter

regions (�1 kb to +100 bp from transcriptional start sites TSS).

Interestingly, this analysis suggested that 70% of RB peaks

were not in promoters but were instead in intragenic and inter-

genic regions (Figures 1B, S1C, and S1D). Focusing on 23,761

strong RB peaks (relative enrichment score > 4) we noted that

the distribution of RB between promoters and non-promoter re-

gions was phosphorylation dependent. Wild-type RB, which can

be phosphorylated at any of its 14 CDK sites, bound mostly to

non-promoter regions (62%), whereas RBDCDK and 12 of the

14 mP-RBs bound preferentially to promoters (Figures 1B and

1C). The position of the phosphorylation site influenced the

distribution of these forms of ‘‘active’’ RB between promoters

and other regions (Figure 1C). Differential-binding analysis

(Ross-Innes et al., 2012) confirmed this, and the clustering of

mP-RB’s using ChIP-seq data (Figure S1E) gave a pattern that

closely resembles the clustering of mP-RBs based upon the

proteins that they associate with (Sanidas et al., 2019). RB peaks

in promoter regions were overrepresented in the top 9% of the

strongest RB peaks (n = 2,419) that had enrichment scores

of > 10 (Figure S1D); overall, RB associated more strongly with

promoters than non-promoter regions.

To characterize the chromatin locations bound by RB, we

examined the distribution of histone marks typical for promoters

(H3K4me3) or enhancers (H3K4me1) and used H3K27ac to iden-

tify transcriptionally active chromatin. Histone marks were

profiled in RPE1 cells expressing wild-type RB or RBDCDK.

k-means clustering analysis based on the histone marks and

the wild-type RB and RBDCDK data subdivided the RB-bound



Figure 1. RB associates with both promoter

and non-promoter regions

(A) Summary of RB ChIP-seq data, showing the

number of peaks identified in RPE1 cells ex-

pressing each one of the 16 RB phosphorylation

isoforms, counting peaks with an enrichment

score of at least 4-fold above the maximum back-

ground signal from Input and No-FLAG-tag

controls (see STAR Methods). Unique peaks per

isoform are shown in red.

(B) Breakdown of RB ChIP-seq peaks from (A) by

occurrence in promoters (dark gray) or non-pro-

moters (yellow). Left numbers indicate promoter

peaks and right numbers indicate total peaks.

(C) Promoter/non-promoter ratio of RB ChIP-seq

peaks from (A).

(D) k-means clustering analysis (k = 3) of RB ChIP-

seq data from RPE1 cells. ChIP-seq profiles from

RB wild type, RBDCDK, histone modifications

(H3K4me3, H3K27ac, H3K4me1) were grouped

by k-means clustering. This analysis identified

two clusters of RB ChIP-seq peaks in promoter re-

gions (H3K4me3-positive) and one cluster of RB

peaks in non-promoter regions (H3K4me3-nega-

tive and H3K4me1-positive). RB ChIP-seq data

from mP-RB isoforms as well as E2F1 ChIP-seq

data are shown. Data are shown in a 10-kb

window centered on each RB peak and include

all peaks with an enrichment score of at least

2-fold above maximum background.

(E–G) Bubble plots showing the most significantly

enrichedHOMERmotifs in the RBChIP-seq peaks

from the promoters-1, promoters-2 and non-pro-

moters clusters in (D).

(H) DNA sequence motifs of the top two most

significantly enriched motifs in (E–G).
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Figure 2. AP-1 and E2F/DP1 mediate RB association with distinct classes of chromatin regions

(A) k-means clustering analysis (k = 8) of RB ChIP-seq data from RPE1 cells. ChIP-seq from RB wild-type, RBDCDK, histone modifications (H3K4me3,

H3K27ac, H3K4me1), E2F1, c-Jun, and CTCF were grouped by k-means clustering. ChIP-seq profiles for RB wild-type in cells expressing either dominant-

negative FOS (A-Fos), dominant-negative DP1 (DNDP1), or GFP (control) are also shown. Peaks are shown in 10-kb windows centered on each RB ChIP-

seq peak.

(B) Ternary plot showing the 28,115 RB peaks, color-coded based on their group in (A); green for promoter clusters A–D, orange for enhancer clusters F–H, and

purple for the CTCF cluster E, respectively. The percentage of E2F1, c-Jun, and CTCF ChIP-seq signal for each RB-bound chromatin locus is shown in the axes.

(C and D) Heatmaps of the log2 difference (red = increase; blue = decrease) in RB ChIP-seq signal between RPE1 cells expressing A-Fos versus GFP control

(C) and DNDP1 versus GFP (D). The data are shown for each RB-bound locus presented in the ternary plot in (B).

(legend continued on next page)
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regions into three distinct groups (Figure 1D). Two groups con-

tained RB peaks located in promoter regions that were enriched

in H3K4me3 but differed in RB ChIP-sequencing signal (mean

peak intensity per cluster; Figures S1F and S1G), with strong

RB peaks in promoters-1, and more moderate RB peaks in pro-

moters-2. A third group contained RB peaks that were located

mostly in H3K4me1-enriched enhancer regions (non-promoters).

Wild-type RB and RBDCDK bound to sites in each group but un-

phosphorylated RB showed stronger binding to promoters

(Figures S1F and S1G). Projection of the ChIP-seq data for all

14mP-RBs into the sameclusters indicated that eachmonophos-

phorylated formassociatedwith similar loci in both promoters and

non-promoters (Figure 1D). E2F1ChIP-seq inRPE1cells express-

ing wild-type RB showed that most RB-bound promoters were

occupied by E2F1, but RB-bound enhancers were not

(Figures 1D and S1H).

The HOMER software (Heinz et al., 2010) was used to identify

TF-binding motifs enriched in each category of RB peaks. As

expected, E2F motifs were strongly enriched in promoters-1

(Figures 1E and 1H; Table S1). Unexpectedly, E2F motifs

were not the most significantly overrepresented motifs in pro-

moters-2. Instead, these peaks were more significantly enriched

in motifs bound by other TFs, including TFs previously reported

to associate with RB, such as SP1 (Kim et al., 1992) and ETS

family members (Wang et al., 1993) (Figures 1F and 1H;

Table S1). Gene-set-enrichment analysis (GSEA) indicated that

the two groups of RB-bound promoters regulate genes involved

in distinct cellular functions (Figure S1I; Table S2).

Strikingly, RB-bound enhancers were not significantly en-

riched in any of the motifs strongly enriched in promoters-1 or

-2. Instead, the non-promoter RB-binding sites were enriched

for motifs bound by the activation protein-1 (AP-1) family of

TFs, or by CTCF and the CTCF-like protein BORIS (Figures 1G

and 1H; Table S1). An RB interaction with AP-1 proteins,

including c-Jun, has been reported to enhance transcription

(Nead et al., 1998; Nishitani et al., 1999), a finding consistent

with reports that RB can act either as a repressor or an activator

of gene expression (Markey et al., 2007; Sanidas et al., 2019).

GSEA analysis of the genes in proximity to RB-bound non-pro-

moter regions identified genes involved in signaling pathways

and in epithelial-to-mesenchymal transition as potential targets

for RB-mediated regulation (Figure S1I; Table S2). This list differs

dramatically from the genes regulated by RB-bound promoters.

LowChIP-seq signal-to-background ratios previously precluded

the identification of many non-promoter RB-binding sites

(Figures S1J and S1K).

AP-1 and E2F/DP1 recruit RB to different genomic
locations
To better understand the RB-binding sites and to corroborate

the motif analysis results therein, particularly those located

outside promoter regions, we generated additional ChIP-seq
(E) RB-binding sites conserved in both RPE1 and BJ cells are strongly associated

and 18,237 for BJ cells. 71% of RB ChIP-seq peaks conserved in both cell lines w

were poorly conserved.

(F) Conservation of each cluster of RB ChIP-seq peaks from (A). The percentage

(G and H) Bubble plots showing the most significantly enriched HOMER motifs i
profiles from RPE1 cells. We focused on two TFs implicated by

the most significant motif enrichment in non-promoter RB-bind-

ing sites: c-Jun, a core component of the AP-1 complex, and

CTCF. Subsequent k-means clustering analysis (k = 8) of the

wild-type RB and RBDCDK data with histone marks, E2F1, c-

Jun, and CTCF provided a greatly improved level of resolution

(Figure 2A). This confirmed that E2F1, c-Jun, and CTCF are pre-

sent at RB-bound loci; indeed, these three TFs occupied 95% of

RB-bound loci. Remarkably, the three TFs displayed binding at

RB-bound loci that was largely mutually exclusive, suggesting

that the TFs mark three different types of RB-binding sites.

Clustering analysis with k = 8 (Figure 2A) revealed four groups

of RB-bound promoters (clusters A–D), three groups of RB-

bound enhancers (clusters F–H), and one group of RB/CTCF

sites (cluster E). RB-bound promoters (A–D) were highly enriched

in H3K4me3 and H3K27ac and showed extensive occupancy by

E2F1, but not by c-Jun or CTCF. The differences between the

four groups of RB-bound promoters stem from the shape and

the directionality of the peaks; RB gave sharp peaks in clusters

A and B; peaks in clusters C and D were broader and often

had a shoulder (Figure S2A, upper track). All four groups of

RB-bound promoters were associated with cell-cycle genes.

Unexpectedly, the RB-bound promoters in clusters A and B

were particularly enriched for genes involved in RNAmetabolism

and ribosomal biogenesis. Indeed, the genes associated with

each cluster of RB-bound promoters had a distinct functional

bias; gene ontology (GO) analysis is shown in Table S3.

In agreement with HOMER motif analysis, E2F1 ChIP signal

was much lower at the four clusters of RB-bound non-promoter

regions (E–H); c-Jun peaks overlapped with RB peaks in

enhancer regions enriched in H3K4me1 and H3K27ac (F–H).

These clusters of RB-bound enhancers differed in c-Jun binding,

and the level of c-Jun enrichment correlated with the active state

of chromatin (H3K27ac) (Figure 2A). In contrast to RB-bound

promoters, genes in proximity to RB-bound enhancers were

involved in cell morphogenesis, motility, and signal transduction

pathways (Table S3). CTCF was enriched at an additional cluster

of RB-bound non-promoter sites (E). These RB-binding sites

generally lacked E2F1 or c-Jun, and they were not consistently

decorated with any of the histonemarks interrogated (Figure 2A).

Overall, 18% of CTCF peaks identified in RPE1 cells were bound

by RB.Many genes involved in neurogenesis and neuronal differ-

entiation are located in proximity to RB/CTCF loci (Table S3).

To visualize the distribution of RB-binding sites, we calculated

the relative strength of E2F1, c-Jun, and CTCF ChIP-seq signals

at each one of the 28,115 RB-bound chromatin loci and dis-

played these on a ternary plot in which each dot represents an

RB peak, and the dot position indicates the relative binding

signal of the three TFs at that peak (Figure 2B). Most dots locate

close to the corners, indicating that most RB-binding sites are

preferentially bound by just one of the three factors. In agree-

ment with the clustering analysis, most RB-promoter peaks
with promoters. The number of RB ChIP-seq peaks was 28,115 for RPE1 cells

ere located in promoter regions. In contrast, RB-bound non-promoter regions

of RB ChIP-seq peaks in BJ cells that are conserved in RPE1 cells is shown.

n RB-bound non-promoter regions in RPE1 (G) and BJ (H) cells.
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(green, clusters A–D) are primarily enriched for E2F1, most RB/

CTCF peaks (purple, cluster E) are concentrated in CTCF, and

most RB-enhancer peaks (orange, clusters F–H) are primarily

bound by c-Jun. There are fewer sites near the edges of the dis-

tribution that sit between the corners and are bound by two TFs.

This ismost evident in the subset of sites in RB-bound promoters

(green) that are bound by both E2F1 and CTCF. Strikingly, there

are almost no sites in the center of the distribution, indicating that

binding by all three TFs is extremely rare.

With this framework, we asked how the distribution of RB

changes when the DNA-binding activity of AP-1 or E2F was

reduced. To inactivate the DNA-binding activity of AP-1, we ex-

pressed a doxycycline-inducible dominant-negative protein,

A-Fos (Olive et al., 1997), in RPE-1 cells expressing wild-type

RB or RBDCDK (Figure S2B). A-Fos expression inhibited

CCND1 expression, RB phosphorylation, and cell-cycle pro-

gression (Figure S2B). The effect of A-Fos on RB association

with chromatin is shown in Figure 2C, where the RB peaks in

the ternary plot from Figure 2B have been colored according to

the change in RB ChIP-seq signal at each site in cells expressing

A-Fos relative to GFP-expressing control cells (Figure 2C). A-Fos

specifically reduced RB binding to AP-1 enhancers (note a clus-

ter of blue dots in the 100% c-Jun corner) and redistributed RB

toward promoter regions (the cluster of red dots in the 100%E2F

corner). These changes were confirmed in biological replicate

experiments, conducted to ensure robustness to variations

caused by the double infection and selection process

(Figures 2A and S2A, tracks 8 and 9). In contrast to A-Fos,

expression of a dominant-negative DP1 protein (DNDP1) that re-

duces DNA binding by E2F/DP heterodimers (Wu et al., 1996),

preferentially reduced RB binding to promoter sites (Figure 2D;

also Figures 2A and S2A, tracks 10 and 11), and increased RB

binding to enhancer regions. The reciprocal effects of A-Fos

and DNDP1 on RB distribution are consistent with the differential

enrichment of E2F-binding sites and AP-1 binding sites in pro-

moters and enhancers, respectively.

Additional ChIP-seq experiments in control and RB-depleted

cells showed that depletion of RB did not change the overall level

of c-Jun or CTCF bound to these sites (Figure S2A, tracks 5 and

6), indicating that RB is not generally required for recruitment of

AP-1 or CTCF. Aggregate curves of the ChIP signal in the

different RB-bound chromatin clusters showed that expression

of the constitutively active RBDCDK and the resulting accumula-

tion of cells in G1 did not influence the levels of H3K4me3 in pro-

moters or H3K4me1 in enhancers (Figure S2A, tracks 3 and 4). In

contrast, RBDCDK significantly altered the transcriptionally

active chromatin, as judged by H3K27ac. Changes in H3K27ac

were seen at both promoters and enhancers but, unexpectedly,

in opposite directions; RBDCDK reduced H3K27ac at RB-bound

promoters and increased H3K27ac at RB-bound enhancers (Fig-

ure S2A, track 2).

Taken together, these results indicate that RB is recruited to

three fundamentally different types of chromatin loci: promoter

sites where RB co-localizes with E2F1, enhancer sites where

RBco-localizeswith c-Jun, and a third set of sites that aremarked

by CTCF. RB binding to distinct chromatin regions appears to be

mediated by distinct TFs: E2F promotesRBbinding to promoters,

while AP-1 controls RB’s interaction with enhancers.
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RB association with enhancer regions is cell type
specific
To ask how the distribution of RB compares in different cell

types, we introduced the RB replacement system into BJ human

fibroblasts and replaced the endogenous RB with exogenous

FLAG-tagged wild-type RB or RBDCDK. FLAG-RB ChIP-seq

profiling identified 18,237 RB peaks in BJ cells with >2fold-

change enrichment scores relative to the maximum background

signal in input samples. Presumptive promoter regions were

identified (�1 kb to +100 bp from TSS); 52% of RB peaks in

BJ cells were found to be in promoters, while 48% (8,823)

were in non-promoter regions.

Figures 2E and S2D summarize the RB-binding sites identified

in the two cell types; 54% of RB peaks in BJ cells were also found

in RPE1 epithelial cells (Figure S2D, left). Interestingly, 71% of the

common RB peaks were located in promoter regions. RB’s asso-

ciation with non-promoter regions varied far more between cell

types, with 91%and 78%of unique RBpeaks located in non-pro-

moter regions in RPE1 and BJ cells, respectively (Figure 2E).

When we asked how the 9,821 RB peaks shared by BJ and

RPE1 cells were distributed among the eight clusters defined in

Figure 2A (Figures 2F and S2E; two bottom tracks) we found

extensive overlap in RB-bound promoters (clusters A–D). Among

the RB-bound non-promoter regions, RB/CTCF loci (cluster E)

were the best conserved (30%). The overlap of RB peaks in

AP-1 enhancers (clusters F–H) was less than 10% (Figure 3F).

Similarly, classification of RB-bound promoters by E2Fmotif con-

tent (as described in Figure 1D) showed that E2F-bound pro-

moters (cluster 1) are themost conservedRB-bound loci between

fibroblasts and epithelial cells (Figure S2D, right).

Motifs enriched in non-promoter RB peaks of RPE1 and BJ

cells were identified by HOMER. Although RB-bound non-pro-

moter loci were mostly cell-type specific, the sets of TFs en-

riched at these RB-binding sites were strikingly similar

(Figures 2G and 2H; Table S4). AP-1 motifs were highly enriched

in both RPE1 and BJ cells. Although CTCF and BORIS motifs

were overrepresented in RB-bound non-promoter regions in

both cell lines, CTCF was the most significantly enriched motif

in BJ cells. Interestingly, motifs for TEAD family TFs were specif-

ically enriched in fibroblasts.

These results suggest that RB regulation of the E2F transcrip-

tional program is well conserved. RB-binding sites beyond E2F-

bound promoters occur in both cell types; these sites are asso-

ciated with similar TFs, but the locations of the sites are mostly

cell type specific.

Accumulation in G1 phase reduces RB at enhancers
Next, we examined the effects of cell-cycle progression on the

distribution of chromatin-bound RB. To do this we compared

the RB ChIP-seq signal at each binding site in cells expressing

RBDCDK (arrested in G1) with the RB signal in cells expressing

wild-type RB (actively proliferating). To visualize the changes,

RB-bound chromatin loci weremarkedwith red or blue to indicate

increase or decrease, respectively, in the abundance of RB pro-

tein in G1-arrested cells relative to proliferating cells. The colors

were projected onto the ternary plot showing the distribution of

RB-binding sites according to their relative affinities for E2F1,

CTCF, and c-Jun (Figure 3A). In RBDCDK-expressing cells, the



Figure 3. When cells accumulate in G1, RB redistributes toward E2F promoters
(A and B) Heatmaps of the log2 difference in RB ChIP-seq signal between RPE1 cells expressing RBDCDK versus wild-type RB (A) and between those arrested in

G1 by contact inhibition versus released into S-phase by contact inhibition relief (B). Data are shown for each RB-bound locus presented in the ternary plot in

Figure 2B.

(legend continued on next page)
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RB ChIP-seq signal specifically increased at E2F1-bound loci

(+16%; p = 1.0 3 10�40, Welch’s t test). In contrast, RB associa-

tion with c-Jun-bound chromatin regions generally decreased

when cells accumulated in G1 (�25%; p = 2.5 3 10�40, Welch’s

t test). While the association of RB with CTCF-bound loci was

less dependent on cell cycle, the RB ChIP-seq signal was

reduced at most CTCF regions in RBDCDK-expressing cells.

Overall, the changes indicate a redistribution of RB toward pro-

moters, and away from enhancers, in RBDCDKG1-arrested cells.

Of note, the direction of the cell-cycle-dependent redistribution of

RB coincided with the opposite changes in H3K27ac between

RB-bound promoters and enhancers when cells express active

RBDCDK (Figure S2A, track 2).

To validate that the redistribution of RB reflected cell cycle and

was not an artifact of themutant RB allele, we performed a similar

analysis on RB ChIP-seq data from RPE1 cells expressing wild-

type RB that were arrested in G1 by contact inhibition (CI) for

6 days, compared with RB ChIP-seq data from the same cells

released from CI for 24 h and accumulated in S-phase

(Figures S3A and S3B). Again, when cells were arrested in G1

we observed reduced RB ChIP-seq signal in c-Jun-bound en-

hancers and increased abundance of RB protein in E2F1-bound

promoters (Figure 3B). The redistribution of RB upon cell prolifer-

ation was confirmed by additional ChIP-quantitative PCR exper-

iments (Figures S3C–S3E). This finding is consistent with previous

studies reporting that RB hyperphosphorylation reduced the af-

finity of RB for E2F1-bound promoters (Chellappan et al., 1991;

Chicas et al., 2010) but reveals an important distinction: our

data show that, rather than being lost from chromatin, RB redis-

tributes to a different set of binding sites when it is

hyperphosphorylated.

In RPE1 cells, RB is exclusively monophosphorylated in G1

(Narasimha et al., 2014). We therefore assessed the impact of

monophosphorylation on RB distribution and compared the RB

ChIP-seq signal for each of the 14 mP-RB isoforms with wild-

type RB and RBDCDK. Similar to RBDCDK, all mP-RBs showed

stronger binding to promoter regions and weaker binding to

non-promoter regions, relative towild-typeRB (Figure S3F). How-

ever, the distribution of RBwas not equally affected by all 14 CDK

phosphorylation sites (Figure S3G).We conclude thatmonophos-

phorylation alters the distribution of RB between types of sites.

To identify genes most affected by changes in RB distribution,

we selected RB-binding sites that showed the strongest in-

crease in RB ChIP-seq signal and the strongest decrease in

H3K27ac ChIP-seq signal in cells expressing RBDCDK relative

to wild-type RB (Figure 3C). These sites were predominantly

located in promoters. As expected, GO and KEGG-pathway

analyses of the genes regulated by these 4,290 RB-bound pro-

moters showed an enrichment of DNA replication and cell-cycle
(C) Scatterplot of RB ChIP-seq peaks. The axes show the log2 differences in RB (x

versus wild-type RB. RB-promoter peaks (clusters A–D) are indicated in green, R

purple.

(D) KEGG-pathway analysis of the genes associated with RB-bound promoters i

(E) Scatterplot of RB ChIP-seq peaks. The axes show the log2 differences in RB C

and between those accumulated in G1 by contact inhibition versus S-phase by c

(F and G) KEGG-pathway analysis of the genes that are consistently upregula

consistently downregulated and associated with RB-bound enhancer activity (G
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genes. The RB-regulated promoters also associated signifi-

cantly with genes involved in RNA processing and spliceosome

formation (Figure 3D; Table S5). In a complementary analysis, we

selected RB-bound loci that gained RB ChIP-seq signal upon

G1-arrest in both RBDCDK and CI cells (Figure 3E), yielding a to-

tal of 3,482 promoters. GO and KEGG-pathway analyses of the

genes regulated by these promoters highlighted similar cellular

functions (Figure 3F; Table S5), including those involved in

RNA processing. Genes to which RB redistributes after passing

the G1/S checkpoint in RPE1 cells were identified by selecting

enhancer sites that exhibited less RB binding upon G1-arrest

(Figure 3E). G1 arrest was performed either by RBDCDK expres-

sion or CI, and enhancer sites implicated by both methods were

selected. This yielded 5,360 enhancer sites (Figure 3E). GO and

KEGG pathway analyses of genes in proximity to these en-

hancers showed significant enrichment of genes involved in

cell adhesion, motility, and migration and several mitogenic

signaling pathways (Figure 3G; Table S5). Thus, when RB redis-

tributes from promoters to enhancers during cell-cycle progres-

sion, it switches from the regulatory elements of one set of genes

to target the regulatory elements of a completely different set

of genes.

RB regulates enhancers of genes involved in the MAPK
pathway
What is the consequence of RB recruitment to enhancers? The

answer is expected to be complex because genes can have

multiple enhancers that exhibit varying, and often context-spe-

cific, effects on transcription (Roadmap Epigenomics et al.,

2015). Moreover, the activity of AP-1-bound enhancer elements

is known to vary greatly between cell lineages and to affect mul-

tiple cellular pathways (Phanstiel et al., 2017; Vierbuchen

et al., 2017).

To answer this question, we followed two strategies. First,

we focused on RPE1 cells and looked for RB-bound en-

hancers in which the H3K4me1 enhancer mark and c-Jun

were RB-dependent. We generated H3K4me1 and c-Jun

ChIP-seq profiles in CRISPR-Cas9-induced RB knockout

RPE1 cells (Nicolay et al., 2015) and identified a set of RB-

bound enhancers that had decreased levels of both marks

in RB knockout cells relative to wild type. In this way, we iden-

tified 741 RB-bound enhancers that lost at least 50% of both

c-Jun and H3K4me1 ChIP-seq signal in RB knockout cells

(Figure 4A; Table S6). GO analysis of the 660 unique genes

linked to these enhancers showed a very strong enrichment

of genes involved in the MAPK-signaling pathway (Figure 4B;

Table S7).

Taking an independent approach, we used theCancer Cell Line

Encyclopedia (CCLE) database (Barretina et al., 2012) to examine
axis) and H3K27ac (y axis) ChIP-seq signal in RPE1 cells expressing RBDCDK

B-enhancer peaks (clusters F–H) in orange, and RB/CTCF peaks (cluster E) in

dentified in (C).

hIP-seq signal between cells expressing RBDCDK versus wild-type RB (x axis)

ontact inhibition relief (y axis).

ted and associated with RB-bound promoter activity (F) and genes that are

).



Figure 4. RB regulates the expression of genes located in proximity to RB-bound enhancers

(A) Scatterplot of RB-bound enhancer sites (clusters F–H in Figure 2A). Axes show the log2 differences in H3K4me1 (x axis) and c-Jun (y axis) ChIP-seq signal

between RB knockout and RB wild-type RPE1 cells. RB-bound enhancers that lost at least 50% c-Jun and 50% H3K4me1 ChIP signal in RB knockout cells are

highlighted with dark orange color.

(B) Gene ontology analysis of the 660 genes linked to 741 RB-bound enhancers identified in (A).

(legend continued on next page)
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the differential gene expression between 63 RB1null and 318 RB1

wild-type (CDKN2Adel) cell lines (Figures S4A–S4D). As ex-

pected, the predominant change in the expression of genes

with RB-bound promoters was an upregulation in RB1null cells

compared with RB1 wild-type (CDKN2Adel) cells; Figure 4C,

upper). Although genes in proximity to RB-bound enhancers

were also differentially expressed in RB1null compared with

CDKN2Adel cell lines, these changes were moderate and

more varied than genes with RB-bound promoters (Figure 4C,

bottom). Nevertheless, we saw two groups of outliers—one

group is upregulated and another group is downregulated in

RB1null cells. GO analysis of the genes in proximity to RB-

bound enhancers that were upregulated in RB1null cancer cell

lines showed enrichment of genes involved in cell morphogen-

esis and neuronal development (Table S8). This may reflect the

fact that many of the RB1null cancer cells have neuroendocrine

characteristics (Dick et al., 2018). In contrast, the genes with

RB-bound enhancers that are upregulated in CDKN2Adel cells

were overrepresented in gene sets related to cell adhesion and

protein-kinase signaling pathways, including the MAPK

pathway (Figure 4D; Table S8).

The fact that both approaches highlighted the MAPK-signaling

pathway is striking; MAPK-signaling activity is inhibited upon RB

loss in a KRAS/p53 mouse model of lung adenocarcinoma (Wal-

ter et al., 2019). We tested several of the MAPK-pathway genes

identified by bioinformatics analyses (Figures 4A–4D) to identify

candidates for RB-mediated enhancer activity in KRAS-mutant

lung adenocarcinoma cell lines (Figure S4E). The results show

that RB can either activate or repress transcription of genes

with RB-bound enhancers and that its effects are cell line

dependent (Figure S4F). Importantly, we found that two well-

known activators of MAPK pathway, EGFR and TGFBR2, are

responsive to RB. In both cases, RB associates with enhancer

regions in proximity to the gene, co-localizing with c-Jun, but

not with E2F1 (Figures 4E and 4F). Both genes have elevated

expression in the cohort of RB wild-type (CDKN2Adel) cell lines

(Figure 4C; Table S8). The expression of both EGFR and

TGFBR2 was maintained in wild-type RB cells relative to RB-

depleted cells (Figure S4F). Since most of RB is hyperphos-

phorylated in KRAS-mutant cell lines, we examined the impact

of RB on the expression of EGFR and TGFBR2 when cells

were treated with MEK inhibitors. Trametinib induced the

dephosphorylation of RB and, in an RB-dependent manner,

suppressed the expression of both EGFR and TGFBR2 at mul-

tiple time points following drug treatment (Figures 4G, 4H, and

S4G) in each of the lung cancer cell lines tested. These data

support the model that phosphorylated RB binds to AP-1-bound

enhancers and alters the expression of target genes. We note,
(C) Left: volcano plots representing the log2 fold change inmean expression level o

CDKN2Adel cell lines. Transcripts from genes with RB-bound promoters (upper p

gene set associated with RB-bound promoters or enhancers. Z score was asses

values were assessed based on an unpaired two-tailed Welch’s t test and were

(D) Gene ontology analysis of genes with RB-bound enhancers that are upregula

(E and F) ChIP-seq tracks for the indicated proteins or histone modifications, sho

(G and H) Expression levels of EGFR (G) and TGFBR2 (H) in four lung cancer cell li

(red) or shScramble (black) following the time course of a treatment with 30 nM tr

correction; ****p < 0.0001, ***p < 0.001, **p < 0.01, and *p < 0.05; error bars indic
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though, that the effects of RB on these targets is cell type spe-

cific and context dependent.

Pan-ChIP-seq identification of proteins that co-localize
with RB in promoters, enhancers, and insulators
The discovery that RB has different classes of binding sites

adds a new dimension to the concept that RB interacts with

diverse TFs. Three categories of RB-binding sites can be

distinguished by the presence of E2F1, CTCF, and c-Jun,

but additional TFs are expected to be present at each

location. To identify proteins bound at RB-bound loci, we

introduce PanChIP, an algorithm for pan-ChIP-seq protein

co-localization analysis (https://pypi.org/project/PanChIP/).

PanChIP gathers peak sets from 7,903 ChIP-seq experiments

on 915 TFs (Wang et al., 2018; Zheng et al., 2019) and com-

putes their overlap in the cis-regulatory elements. There are

two modes for PanChIP: PanChIP analysis measures normal-

ized overlap between query and bulk reference peak set, while

PanChIP filter measures individual overlap between query

and each individual reference peak set to provide statistical

significance measures for each TF hit (STAR Methods;

Methods S1). PanChIP works best for chromatin binders

that yield similar ChIP-seq across cell lines, and the

PanChIP filter includes an alternative setting for quantifying

overlap with TFs in a cell-type-specific manner. TF hits

were considered statistically significant if they satisfied the

following thresholds: signal-to-noise ratio > 2 and

Padj < 0.05 (STAR Methods; two-tailed Welch’s t-test with

Bonferroni correction). PanChIP can analyze both proteins

with known and unknown consensus chromatin-binding

sequence motifs and supports parallelization (-t THREADS)

as well as computational replicates (-r REPEATS). PanChIP

produces highly correlated results for biological replicate ex-

periments (Figure S5E; Pearson’s r = 0.98, P < 1.0 3 10�99)

and reproduces co-localization results for multiple well-stud-

ied TFs (Methods S1).

PanChIP analysis of the k-means clusters A–H (Figure 2A)

gave lists of proteins with significant overlap with RB at each

of the eight classes of RB-binding sites (Figures 5A, 5B, and

S5A–S5D; Table S9). For each TF hit, we corrected P values

for multiple hypotheses using the Bonferroni method. The results

are strong corroborative evidence that RB binds to three distinct

classes of chromatin (promoters, enhancers, and insulators). RB

ChIP-seq peaks in k-means clusters A–D are bound by proteins

involved in the E2F1/DP pathway and promoter activity. Proteins

strongly enriched at these binding sites include E2F1, E2F4,

components of the RNA polymerase II preinitiation

complex (TFIIB), and proteins involved in RNA polymerase II
f protein-coding genes and�log10FDR for the differences betweenRB1null and

lots) and RB-bound enhancers (lower plots) are shown. Right: Z score for each

sed in the combined dataset consisted of RB1null and CDKN2Adel cell lines. p

adjusted for multiple hypotheses by Bonferroni correction.

ted in CDKN2Adel cell lines.

wing the EGFR (E) and TGFBR2 (F) loci.

nes (NCI-H2030, CALU-1, HOP62, and SW1573) transduced with either shRB1

ametinib (n = 3 per sample, unpaired two-tailed Welch’s t test with Bonferroni

ate one standard deviation).

https://pypi.org/project/PanChIP/


Figure 5. Co-localization of chromatin-associated proteins in RB-binding sites

(A) Normalized overlap for the top ten most significantly enriched chromatin-associated proteins in RB-bound promoters (k-means clusters A–D, green),

RB/CTCF sites (k-means cluster E, purple), and RB-bound enhancers (k-means clusters F–H, orange). Bonferroni-corrected p values are presented on

the right.

(B) Heatmap of normalized overlap for the most significantly enriched chromatin-associated proteins. Normalized overlap was computed by performing PanChIP

analysis using the entire PanChIP library as the input, and for the visualization of the heatmap, we assessed the log2 observed/expected values (STARMethods).

The separation of these chromatin-associated proteins into three clusters (promoters, enhancers, and insulators) was observed in this PanChIP-seq analysis,

indicating the co-localization of these proteins in each cluster.

(C) Ternary plot of normalized overlap score for each DNA-binding protein in the PanChIP library. Each axis indicates the relative fraction for the normalized

overlap from three RB ChIP-seq peak sets (promoters, enhancers, and insulators). In agreement with (B), this analysis shows that there are three distinct groups

of RB-interacting proteins: E2F1 and RNA polymerase II regulators preferentially associated with RB-promoters (green), AP-1 and TEAD preferentially bound to

RB-enhancers (orange), and CTCF and the cohesin complex were enriched in RB-insulators (purple).
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promoter-proximal pausing or termination (NELF-A, NELF-E,

Xrn2) (Aoi et al., 2020; Brannan et al., 2012). PHF8, a protein re-

ported to be enriched at E2F-regulated promoters (Liu et al.,

2010), is also enriched at these groups.
A very different set of proteins associates with the RB ChIP-

seq peaks in k-means cluster E. These sites are bound by

CTCF and components of the cohesin complex (SMC1A and

SMC3). This pattern suggests that these sites likely function as
Molecular Cell 82, 3333–3349, September 15, 2022 3343



Figure 6. Models summarizing the multiple

locations of RB and its changing role during

cell-cycle progression

(A) RB associates with three distinct chromatin re-

gions: promoters, insulators, and enhancers. E2F/

DP1 mediates RB recruitment to E2F-promoters, an

interaction that is stronger when cells accumulate in

G1. These RB/E2F promoters regulate E2F target

genes involved in cell-cycle regulation. A subset of

RB-bound promoters is less enriched in E2F motifs

but shows strong enrichment in motifs of other

TFs, such as Sp1 and ETS family of TFs. This second

group of RB-bound promoters regulates genes

involved in metabolic pathways and mitotic spindle

assembly. RB/CTCF insulator sites are CTCF-bound

chromatin regions that are also bound by RB. These

sites are depleted of both promoter and enhancer

histone marks. Genes in proximity to RB/CTCF sites

are often associated with neuronal differentiation. In

enhancer regions, RB is recruited by AP-1 TFs, and

the recruitment is inhibited when cells accumulate in

G1. Genes that are linked to RB-enhancer sites are

involved in cell adhesion and MAPK-pathway regu-

lation in RPE1 cells.

(B) The ‘‘check ‘n go’’ functions of RB. RB has two

separate roles during the cell cycle. In G1, RB re-

presses E2F promoters and checks CDK activity

before allowing cells to enter S-phase. RB binding

to these regions is highly conserved across different

cell types, enabling its ‘‘check’’ function in most cell

types. However, when the cell makes the decision to

divide, cell-type-specific programs are needed to

ensure the appropriate fate of the daughter cells. Af-

ter theG1/S checkpoint, the role of RB changes, and

it moves to enhancers, where it regulates transcrip-

tional programs that are cell-type specific.
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insulator elements and raises the possibility that functional inter-

actions reported between RB and WapL (Manning et al., 2014)

may be, at least in part, a consequence of a direct connection

between RB and cohesin at a specific set of loci. Interestingly,

other than RB, this analysis did not reveal any clear differences

between proteins bound at RB-CTCF sites and proteins bound

at CTCF sites.

The sites in RB ChIP-seq peaks in k-means clusters F–H

were most frequently occupied by AP-1 TFs (c-Jun, JunD,

c-Fos, Fosl1, Fosl2). Importantly, PanChIP also identified a se-

ries of additional proteins that associate with these loci,

including the atypical E2F, E2F7, and the components of the

YAP1/TEAD-TAZ pathway. YAP1/TEAD-TAZ are reported to

associate with AP-1 in enhancers to control S-phase entry

and mitosis (Zanconato et al., 2015). YAP1 also associates

with B-Myb and promotes enhancer looping to promoters of

mitotic genes regulated by Myb-MuvB (Pattschull et al.,

2019). Moreover, RB-null tumors show compromised YAP/

TEAD-TAZ transcriptional activity that supports lineage

switching and drug resistance (Pearson et al., 2021). Ternary
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plots of the top ten most significantly en-

riched proteins at each cluster of binding

sites (Figure 5C) strongly support the

conclusion that the three classes of RB-
binding sites associate with proteins that are fundamentally

different from one another. Clustering analysis of RB-binding

sites using ChIP-seq data for 915 chromatin regulators (Fig-

ure S5F–S5H) provides further support for this idea. We

conclude that, regardless of the analytical approach used,

RB-bound loci can be separated into three fundamentally

different types of chromatin: promoters, enhancers, and insu-

lators. We infer that RB’s mechanism of action, and presum-

ably RB’s biological role, is likely to be different in these three

contexts.

DISCUSSION

Despite being one of the best-known tumor suppressors, RB

remains an enigma. Beyond E2F inhibition in G1, much of RB-

mediated transcriptional regulation is poorly understood. Most

RB protein is associated with chromatin, but there is surprisingly

little information about the number, or distribution, of RB-binding

sites in the human genome. Antibodies to human RB typically

give ChIP signals that have only a modest enrichment over
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background. As a result, existing knowledge has been restricted

to RB-bound loci with the strongest RB signal. Here, using an

inducible replacement system, in which endogenous human

RB was replaced with FLAG-tagged protein, we succeeded in

generating high-quality ChIP-seq data for wild-type RB, for

constitutively active RBDCDK, and for each mP-RB expressed

in G1 (Data S1). The results give a detailed description of the

mechanism of action of human RB (Figure 6A) and a new per

spective. Here we highlight five striking aspects of these data.

First, the ChIP-seq data reveal that humanRB goes far beyond

E2F-regulated promoters. RB does not simply bind to promoters

but instead associates with three fundamentally different types

of chromatin: (1) promoter regions (high H3K4me3, close to

TSS) where, at most of these sites, RB co-localizes with E2F1;

(2) enhancers (marked by H3K4me1 and H3K27ac) which are

highly enriched for AP-1 consensus sequences and overlap

with c-Jun-binding sites; and (3) CTCF/BORIS-bound loci that

do not consistently contain promoter or enhancer marks. ChIP-

seq data for these proteins/marks reveal that E2F1, c-Jun, and

CTCF generally associate with mutually exclusive subsets of

RB-bound loci. As RB lacks a sequence-specific DNA-binding

activity of its own, the simplest interpretation is that RB is re-

cruited to these three locations through interactions with three

different types of chromatin-binding proteins. RB association

with E2F/DP1 is well established (Dick et al., 2018; Dick and Ru-

bin, 2013; Kent and Leone, 2019). Previous studies connected

RB to the Jun family of proteins (Nead et al., 1998; Nishitani

et al., 1999), but the extent and significance of this interaction

were not known. We found that the expression of dominant-

negative DP1 reduces RB association with promoters, while

RB binding to enhancer regions was specifically inhibited by

the dominant-negative Fos allele. The basis for RB recruitment

to CTCF-bound sites has yet to be established. This may involve

direct interaction with CTCF or indirect interactions via associ-

ated proteins. PanChIP, a novel algorithm for pan-ChIP-seq

protein co-localization analysis, identified sets of proteins that

associate with each cluster of RB-binding loci. RB-bound pro-

moter regions are enriched with proteins associated with RNA

polymerase II transcriptional activity, while RB/CTCF sites are

often co-occupied by components of the cohesin complex.

Intriguingly, the RB-binding sites in enhancers are not only

bound by AP-1 TFs but are also often bound by YAP1/TEAD-

TAZ and E2F7. Thus, RB is recruited to several types of chro-

matin that play different roles, and RB intersects with completely

different classes of chromatin-associated proteins at these sites.

Our data provide no support for the claim that RB selectively tar-

gets sites in repetitive DNA sequences (Ishak et al., 2016). This

may be because the original ChIP-seq data utilized to support

this model were of low quality (Data S2).

Second, there are multiple categories of RB-bound promoters.

We used several approaches to subdivide the RB-binding sites in

promoters, and each analysis parsed the sites in a slightly

different way. Our initial clustering analysis, based specifically

on RB ChIP signal strength, subdivided the promoter-binding

sites into two groups: one strongly enriched for RB, presumably

representing high-affinity RB-binding sites, (promoters-1;

Figure 1D) and another with more moderate RB binding (pro-

moters-2). Sites with the strongest RB binding associated with
classic cell-cycle and replication genes and exhibited the most

significant enrichment of E2F1-binding motifs. Although E2F1

was also present at many loci in promoters-2, the strongest motif

enrichment in this group was for other TFs, several of which have

previously been reported to physically associate with RB (ETS,

ELF, and Sp1) (Kim et al., 1992; Wang et al., 1993). We hypothe-

size that the recruitment of RB to this set of promoters does not

depend exclusively on E2Fs but occurs via combinatorial interac-

tionswithmultiple TFs. In further analysis, whenwe includedChIP

data for histone modifications, E2F1, CTCF, and c-Jun, k-means

clustering revealed four types of RB-binding sites in promoters

(A–D) that differed in the shape and directionality of the RB

peak. Interestingly, PanChIP data indicated that RB-binding sites

in cluster A/B and cluster C/D are occupied by different sets of

promoter-binding proteins and these may confer different mech-

anisms of regulation. These analyses indicate heterogeneity

between RB-binding sites in promoters—a heterogeneity that is

not fully understood and merits further investigation.

Third, the distribution of RB between enhancers and pro-

moters changes during cell-cycle progression, with RB preferen-

tially bound to promoters in arrested cells and to enhancers in

cycling (or S-phase) cells. Interestingly, the differences between

arrested and cycling cells were clearer at promoters enriched in

E2F motifs than at promoters enriched in other TF motifs. We

note that c-Jun binds to the C-terminal domain of RB (Nead

et al., 1998; Nishitani et al., 1999), a domain that is also important

for RB association with E2F. We hypothesize that RB phosphor-

ylation at specific sites inhibits binding to E2F and enhances RB

interaction with AP-1 and that this antagonism contributes to the

formation of distinct populations of chromatin-bound RB. When

compared with wild-type RB and RBDCDK, the mP-RB alleles

redistributed to varying degrees. The finding that RB redistrib-

utes away from high-affinity promoter sites to low-affinity

enhancer sites upon cell-cycle progression likely explains why

the nuclear signal detected by RB immunofluorescence is rela-

tively resistant to salt extraction in G1 but is more easily ex-

tracted later in the cell cycle (Mittnacht and Weinberg, 1991).

Fourth, the different categories of RB-binding sites associate

with strikingly different classes of genes. Whereas RB-binding

sites in promoters are mainly associated with genes implicated

in cell cycle, replication, oxidative phosphorylation, glycolysis,

and splicing, RB-binding sites in enhancers are associated

with genes involved in adhesion and MAPK-signaling pathways.

Intriguingly, RB/CTCF sites are associated with genes with

neuronal functions. These patterns are exciting because studies

of RB-mutant mice and RB-mutant cancer cells have linked RB

loss with phenotypic changes that cannot easily be explained

by the traditional view that RB controls only cell-cycle genes.

The different classes of RB-bound targets described here may

give simple and direct mechanistic explanations for previous ob-

servations showing that RB loss changes regulation of the

MAPK-signaling pathway (Walter et al., 2019), causes defects

in epithelial migration (Parisi et al., 2018), and is associated

with defects in neuronal differentiation (Andrusiak et al., 2011;

Ferguson et al., 2005; Ferguson et al., 2002; Ghanem et al.,

2012; Vandenbosch et al., 2016). Moreover, the idea that RB is

recruited to different types of targets via different TFs immedi-

ately suggests how different aspects of RB function may be
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controlled. We note that, whereasmost promoters are repressed

by RB, genes near RB-bound enhancers could either be upregu-

lated or downregulated in RB-deficient cells. How these effects

are achieved remains to be elucidated. AP-1-bound enhancers

are known to recruit SWI/SNF complexes (Vierbuchen et al.,

2017), of which Brg1 and hBrm were among the earliest

described RB-interacting proteins (Dunaief et al., 1994; Trouche

et al., 1997). This raises the fascinating possibility that RB bind-

ing may directly modulate enhancer activity.

Fifth, rather than being simply a regulator of cell-cycle genes,

RB has a very extensive and variable ‘‘reach.’’ The large number

of binding sites in the human genome demonstrates that RB has

the potential to directly affect many expression programs.

Furthermore, the comparison between RPE1 and BJ cells shows

that although RB is recruited to chromatin by similar TFs in

different cell types, the precise location of RB-binding sites varies

between lineages, with the greatest variation seen in non-pro-

moter regions. In the past, when comparing profiles of RB-mutant

cells, investigators focused on changes that were common be-

tween cell types. We suggest that RB likely acts on different tar-

gets in different cells. As a consequence, there is no single signa-

ture for RB loss, but rather its effects on gene expression are

specific for each cell type. Chromatin-bound profiles of RB in

additional cell lines or different tissues may elucidate RB associ-

ation with cell-type-specific TFs and its role in cell differentiation

(Calo et al., 2010; Thomas et al., 2001). The idea that RB localizes

to different enhancers in different cell types fits well with previous

studies showing that AP-1 is essential for the selection of en-

hancers that define cell identity (Li et al., 2017; Vierbuchen

et al., 2017). A study that investigated the epigenetic changes

induced by CDK4/6 inhibition in breast cancer cells found that

long-term exposure to the CDK4/6 inhibitor abemaciclib

increased the accessibility of AP-1-bound enhancers in an RB-

dependent manner (Watt et al., 2021). There is remarkably little

overlap between the RB and AP-1-bound enhancers described

in our study and the sites identified by Watt et al. (4% and 11%

between RPE1 and MDA-MB-453 or MCF7 cells, respectively).

Nevertheless, as RB-binding sites vary between cell lines, it is

quite possible that the described abemaciclib-induced changes

in enhancer accessibility occurred at RB-bound loci.

Taken together, these results paint a fascinating picture of RB

in action. An important message from these data is that there is

no single RB-binding domain that reproduces the full spectrum

of RB action. This has major implications for studies using E2F

reporters to give a readout of RB function (Kwon et al., 2017;

Yao et al., 2008). The true picture is complex and variable.

Indeed, one wonders why RB needs to be so complicated. We

hypothesize that, at its core, RB is a master regulator of cell-cy-

cle progression. In a multicellular organism, a cell’s decision to

divide must integrate with context-specific signals, so that

daughter cells are used purposefully. However, the activated

programs in each cell type are different. Our ChIP-seq data

lead us to hypothesize that RB has a ‘‘check ‘n go’’ property (Fig-

ure 6B). In G1, RB repression of E2F represents a check against

inappropriate cell-cycle progression and helps to ensure that a

high level of CDK activity is generated before cells enter

S-phase. Once the cell has initiated replication, the role of RB

changes: it then redistributes to enhancers and insulators and
3346 Molecular Cell 82, 3333–3349, September 15, 2022
helps to enforce programs that are cell type specific. In this

way, RB helps to promote lineage-specific functions. This dual

nature may explain much of the biology of RB, particularly its di-

versity of loss-of-function phenotypes.
Limitations of the study
1. ChIP-seq data were generated using exogenous FLAG-

tagged protein and this method may detect some

RB-binding sites better than others. Endogenous RB

ChIP-seq displayed specific binding to each of the 8 clas-

ses of RB-binding sites reported here, albeit with a lower

signal-to-background ratio, supporting the idea that these

are authentic binding sites (Figure S6).

2. The distribution of RB-binding sites varies between cell

types, and it is possible that the redistribution of RB is

also controlled differently in other contexts. To glimpse

the variety of RB-binding patterns, we assembled a cluster

map (Figure S6) using the data from RPE and BJ cells

described here, similarly generated ChIP-seq data from

T47D and MCF10A cells, published RB ChIP-seq data

from IMR90 fibroblasts (Chicas et al., 2010), and unpub-

lishedRBChIP-seq data for K562 andGM12878 cells avail-

able fromENCODE.ClustersofRB-bindingsitesenriched in

E2F, AP-1, and CTCF/BORIS-binding motifs exist in multi-

ple cell lines, andmost cell lines also haveclusters of private

RB peaks. It has not escaped our attention that the largest

numbers of RB-bound enhancers are seen in nontrans-

formed cells, and some cancer cell lines have far fewer.
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KEY RESOURCES TABLE
REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

Antibodies

anti-DYKDDDDK Tag

(Binds to same epitope

as Sigma’s Anti-FLAG�
M2 Antibody)

Cell Signaling Technology Cat# 14793; RRID:AB_2572291

anti-E2F1 Cell Signaling Technology Cat# 3742; RRID:AB_2096936

anti-Histone H3 (Tri-Methyl-Lys4) Cell Signaling Technology Cat# 9751; RRID:AB_2616028

anti-Histone H3 (Mono-Methyl-Lys4) Abcam Cat# ab8895; RRID:AB_306847

anti- Histone H3 (Acetyl-Lys27) Active Motif Cat# 39034

anti-c-Jun Cell Signaling Technology Cat# 9165; RRID:AB_2130165

anti-CTCF Cell Signaling Technology Cat# 3418; RRID:AB_2086791

anti-RB Cell Signaling Technology Cat# 9309S; RRID:AB_10696874

anti-Phospho-RB S608 Cell Signaling Technology Cat# 8147S; RRID:AB_10949974

anti-Phospho-RB S780 Cell Signaling Technology Cat# 8180S; RRID:AB_10950972

anti-Phospho-RB S795 Cell Signaling Technology Cat# 9301P; RRID:AB_10830074

anti-Phospho-RB S807/S811 Cell Signaling Technology Cat# 8516S; RRID:AB_11178658

anti-Phospho-RB T373 Abcam Cat# ab52975; RRID:AB_2177344

anti-a-Tubulin Sigma-Aldrich Cat# T9026; RRID:AB_477593

anti-FLAG (M5) Sigma-Aldrich Cat# F4042; RRID:AB_439686

anti-HA-Tag Cell Signaling Technology Cat# 3724; RRID:AB_1549585

anti-p44/42 MAPK (Erk1/2) Cell Signaling Technology Cat# 9102; RRID:AB_330744

anti-Phospho-p44/42 MAPK

(Erk1/2) (Thr202/Tyr204)

Cell Signaling Technology Cat# 4370; RRID:AB_2315112

anti-Cyclin D1 Santa Cruz Biotechnology Cat# sc-753; RRID:AB_2070433

Chemicals, peptides, and recombinant proteins

Doxycycline hyclate Sigma-Aldrich Cat# D9891

Trametinib (GSK1120212) Selleckchem Cat# S2673

Gateway LR Clonase II Enzyme mix Invitrogen Cat# 11791-020

X-tremeGENE 9 DNA

Transfection Reagent

Roche Cat# 6365787001

Polybrene Sigma-Aldrich Cat# 107689

Geneticin Gibco Cat# 10131035

Puromycin Sigma-Aldrich Cat# P9620

EdU (5-ethynyl-2’-deoxyuridine) Invitrogen Cat# A10044

Alexa Fluor 647 Azide,

Triethylammonium Salt

Invitrogen Cat# A10277

DAPI (4’,6-Diamidino-2-

Phenylindole, Dihydrochloride)

Invitrogen Cat# D1306

FastStart Universal

SYBR Green Master

Roche Cat# 4913914001

EGS (ethylene glycol bis

(succinimidyl succinate))

Thermo Scientific Cat# 21565

RNase A Roche Cat# 11119915001

Proteinase K Thermo Scientific Cat# 25530049

Agencourt AMPure XP Beckman Coulter Cat# A63881

(Continued on next page)
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REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

Protein G-Dynabeads Life Technologies Cat# 10004D

Critical commercial assays

pENTR�/D-TOPO Cloning Kit Invitrogen Cat# K240020

Direct-zol RNA Kit Zymo Research Cat# R2073

TaqMan Reverse

Transcription Reagents

Thermo Fisher Scientific Cat# N8080234

Qubit dsDNA HS Assay kit Thermo Fisher Scientific Cat# Q32851

Ovation Ultralow System V2 TECAN Cat# 0344NB-A01

NextSeq 500/550 High

Output Kit v2.5 (75 Cycles)

Illumina Cat# 20024906

Deposited data

ChIP sequencing data This paper GEO: GSE176035

Original images for Western Blots This paper https://doi.org/10.17632/p2x5xr4vt2.1

RB ChIP-seq data from K562 cell line ENCODE Project ENCODE accession: ENCSR670JDQ

GEO accession: GSE105638

RB ChIP-seq data from GM12878 cell line ENCODE Project ENCODE accession: ENCSR785OKZ

GEO accession: GSE106046

Experimental models: Cell lines

hTERT-RPE1 human epithelial cells Dr. David Pellman’s laboratory,

Dana Farber Cancer Institute

RRID:CVCL_4388

hTERT-BJ1 human fibroblasts ATCC Cat# CRL-4001, RRID:CVCL_6573

MCF10A human mammary

epithelial cells

Dr. Lee Zou’s laboratory, MGH RRID:CVCL_0598

T47D human breast cancer Center for Molecular

Therapeutics - MGH

RRID:CVCL_0553

SW1573 human lung

adenocarcinoma

Center for Molecular

Therapeutics - MGH

RRID:CVCL_1720

NCI-H2030 human lung

adenocarcinoma

Center for Molecular

Therapeutics - MGH

RRID:CVCL_1517

CALU-1 human lung squamous

cell carcinoma

Center for Molecular

Therapeutics - MGH

RRID:CVCL_0608

HOP62 human lung

adenocarcinoma

Center for Molecular

Therapeutics - MGH

RRID:CVCL_1285

Oligonucleotides

Primers for cloning A-FOS and

DNDP1 cDNA in pENTR/D-

TOPO, see Table S8

This paper N/A

Real Time RT-PCR primers,

see Table S8

MGH Primer Bank database N/A

Recombinant DNA

pINDUCER11 (Meerbrey et al., 2011) Addgene plasmid# 44363

pINDUCER20 (Meerbrey et al., 2011) Addgene plasmid# 44012

pLenti-CMVtight-puro-Dest gift from Eric Campeau Addgene plasmid# 26430

pLenti-CMVtight-eGFP-puro gift from Eric Campeau Addgene plasmid# 26431

pINDUCER11-shRB1

(5’- CAGAGATCGTGTATTGAGATT3’)

This paper N/A

(Continued on next page)
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REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

pINDUCER11-shScramble

(5’- ACTAAGGTTAAGTCGCCCTCGA -3’)

This paper N/A

pINDUCER20-RB wild-type (Sanidas et al., 2019) N/A

pINDUCER20-FLAG-RB wild-type (Sanidas et al., 2019) N/A

pINDUCER20-RB Dcdk (Sanidas et al., 2019) N/A

pINDUCER20-FLAG-RB Dcdk (Sanidas et al., 2019) N/A

pINDUCER20-FLAG-mP-

RB mutant alleles

(Sanidas et al., 2019) N/A

pLenti-CMVtight-HA-A-FOS-puro This paper N/A

pLenti-CMVtight-HA-DNDP1-puro This paper N/A

Software and algorithms

Geneset enrichment analysis (GSEA) (Subramanian et al., 2005) N/A

HOMER (Heinz et al., 2010) http://homer.ucsd.edu/homer/

WebGestalt (Liao et al., 2019) http://www.webgestalt.org

Prism 6 GraphPad https://www.graphpad.com

OriginPro Origin Lab https://www.originlab.com/

MATLAB MathWorks https://www.mathworks.

com/products/matlab.html

Python N/A https://www.python.org/

gdown (Python package) Kentaro Wada https://github.com/wkentaro/gdown

argparse (Python package) Ben West https://github.com/bewest/argparse

R N/A https://www.r-project.org/

ggplot2 (R package) N/A https://cran.r-project.org/web/

packages/ggplot2/index.html

leaflet (R package) N/A https://cran.r-project.org/web/

packages/leaflet/index.html

RColorBrewer (R package) N/A https://cran.r-project.org/web/

packages/RColorBrewer/index.html

DiffBind (R package) N/A https://doi.org/10.18129/B9.bioc.DiffBind

BEDTools (Quinlan and Hall, 2010) https://github.com/arq5x/bedtools2

ENCODE (ENCODE Project

Consortium, 2012)

https://www.encodeproject.org/

Cistrome Data Browser (Zheng et al., 2019) http://cistrome.org/db/

BART2 (Wang et al., 2018) https://github.com/zanglab/bart2

MARGE (Wang et al., 2016) http://cistrome.org/MARGE

Cromwell (Voss et al., 2017) https://doi.org/10.7490/

f1000research.1114634.1

ENCODE ChIP-seq Pipeline (Landt et al., 2012) https://github.com/ENCODE-

DCC/chip-seq-pipeline2

PanChIP This paper https://doi.org/10.5281/

zenodo.6787997
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RESOURCE AVAILABILITY

Lead contact
Further information and requests for resources and reagents should be directed to the lead contact, Nicholas J. Dyson (dyson@helix.

mgh.harvard.edu).

Materials availability
Plasmids and cell lines generated by this study are available upon request.
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Data and code availability
d ChIP sequencing data have been deposited at GEOand are publicly available as of the date of publication. Original western blot

images have been deposited at Mendeley and are publicly available as of the date of publication. Accession numbers are listed

in the key resources table.

d The original code for PanChIP has been deposited at Zenodo and is publicly available as of the date of publication. DOI is listed

in the key resources table.

d Any additional information required to reanalyze the data reported in this paper is available from the lead contact upon request.
EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS

Cell culture
The telomerase-expressing non-transformed human retina epithelial cells RPE1 and skin fibroblasts BJ cells were cultured in Dul-

becco’s Modified Eagle’s Medium (DMEM) supplemented with 5% Fetal Bovine Serum (FBS) and antibiotics (100 units/ml Penicillin

and 100 mg/ml Streptomycin; P/S). The human lung cancer cell lines SW1573, NCI-H2030, CALU-1 andHOP62were cultured in RPMI

1640 medium supplemented with 5% FBS and antibiotics (P/S). The MCF10A human breast epithelial cell line were cultured in

DMEM/Nutricient mixture F12 medium supplemented with 5% horse serum (Gibco, Cat. No. 16050122), 20 ng/ml human EGF

(ThermoFisher, Cat. No. PHG0311), 0.5 mg/ml hydrocortisone (Sigma, Cat. No. H-0888), 100 ng/ml cholera toxin (Sigma, Cat. No.

C-8052), 10 mg/ml insulin (Sigma, Cat. No. I-1882) and antibiotics (P/S). The human breast cancer cell line T47D was cultured in

RPMI 1640 medium supplemented with 10% FBS and antibiotics (P/S).The human embryonic kidney 293T cells were cultured in

DMEM supplemented with 10% FBS and antibiotics (P/S). RB1 knock down or replacement of the endogenous by exogenous RB

protein in cells transduced with pINDUCER11 and/or pINDUCER20 constructs were induced by addition of 0.5 mg/ml DOX (Sigma,

Cat. No. D9891) for 48 hours. Expression of the dominant negative A-FOS or the dominant negative DP1_aa127-410 in cells trans-

duced with pLenti-CMVtight puro constructs were induced by addition of 0.5 mg/ml DOX for 48 hours. Contact inhibition experiments

performed by maintaining RPE1 cells in confluent culture for 6 days. To inhibit Erk1/2 kinase activity, cells were treated with 30 nM

trametinib (GSK1120212) (Selleckchem; Cat.No. S2673) for the indicating time.

METHOD DETAILS

Cloning
HA-tagged dominant negative A-FOS was amplified by PCR from CMV500-A-FOS (Addgene; 33353), using the oligos described in

Table S8 and it was transferred to the pENTR/D-TOPO cloning vector (Invitrogen, Cat. No. 45-0218). HA-tagged dominant negative

TFDP1 (DNDP1; DP1_aa127-410) was amplified by PCR fromCMV-TFDP1 that was kindly provided byDr. Fred Dick, using the oligos

described in Table S8 and it was transferred to the pENTR/D-TOPO cloning vector. A-FOS and DNDP1 cDNA were subsequently

transferred into pLenti-CMVtight-puro-Dest (Addgene; 26430) with LR clonase reaction (Invitrogen, cat. No. 11791-020). shRNA

that targets the 3’-UTR of RB1 mRNA at the sequence 5’- CAGAGATCGTGTATTGAGATT -3’ and shScramble control 5’-

ACTAAGGTTAAGTCGCCCTCGA -3’ were subcloned in XhoI – MluI sites in pINDUCER11 (Addgene; 44363), as it was described

before (Meerbrey et al., 2011).

Transfections and infections
pINDUCER11, pINDUCER20 and pLenti-CMVtight-puro lentiviral constructs were packaged in 293T cells by transient transfection, in

combination with the envelope plasmid pCMV-VSV-G (Addgene plasmid #8454) and the packaging plasmid pCMV-dR8.2 dvpr

(Addgene plasmid #8455). Transfections were carried out using X-tremeGENE� 9 DNA Transfection Reagent (Sigama, Cat. No.

6365787001). All cell lines were infected with the lentiviral particles in the presence of 5 mg/ml polybrene (Sigma, Cat. No.

107689). Stable cell lines were selected for expression of the green fluorescence protein by fluorescence-activated cell sorting or

for resistance to specific antibiotics; 400mg/ml G-418 (Gibco, Cat. No. 10131035) for pINDUCER20 and 6mg/ml puromycin (Sigma,

Cat. No. P9620) for pLenti-CMVtight-puro.

Western blot analysis
Cells were washed with phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) and cell lysates were collected in lysis buffer (20 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5,

150 mM NaCl, 1 mM EDTA, 1 mM EGTA, 1% Triton X-100, 1mM PMSF) supplement with protease (Roche, Cat. No.

04693159001) and phosphatase (Roche, Cat. No. 04906837001) inhibitor-cocktail. Lysates were passed 10 times through a

27-gauge needle, clarified by centrifugation at 16,000 x g for 10 min at 4oC, analyzed on Criterion TGX gels (BioRad, Cat. No.

5671084) and transferred on PVDF membranes (BioRad, Cat. No. 1704273). Primary antibodies were used in 5% bovine serum al-

bumin (BSA; Boston BioProducts, Cat. No. P-753) in Tris-buffered saline (TBS) containing 0.1% Tween 20 (Santa Cruz, Cat. No. sc-

362311). Cell Signaling Technology secondary antibodies were used at 1:5,000 dilutions.
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ChIP-seq
The chromatin immunoprecipitation protocol was customized based on previously described methods (Boulay et al., 2017; Chicas

et al., 2010) and it was optimized to increase the RB ChIP signal relative to background. ChIP assays were carried out on RPE1, BJ,

MCF10A and T47D cell cultures using approximately 5 million cells per sample and per epitope. Cells were washed once with PBS

and fixedwith 1.5mMethylene glycol bis(succinimidyl succinate) (ThermoScientific, Cat. No. 21565) for 30min at 25oC and 1% form-

aldehyde (Sigma, Cat. No. F8775) for 10 min at 37oC. 20mM Tris-HCl pH7.5 and 150 mMGlycine were used to quench cross-linking.

Cell pellets were washed twice with ice-cold PBS and lysates were prepared using 300 ml lysis buffer (50mM Tris-HCl pH 7.4, 1%

SDS, 0.25% DOC) supplement with protease and phosphatase inhibitors cocktail (PPI) (Thermo Scientific, Cat. No. 78442) for

10 min on ice. Cell lysates were diluted with 900 ml ChIP dilution buffer (50mM Tris-HCl pH 7.4, 0.1% SDS, 150mM NaCl, 1.84%

Triton-X) supplement with PPI and chromatin was fragmented to a size of 200 – 700 bases with Branson 250 sonifier. Solubilized

chromatin was further diluted with 1800 ml ChIP dilution buffer and immunoprecipitated with the indicated antibodies overnight at

4�C. Anti-DYKDDDDK Tag (Cell Signaling, Cat. No. 14793) was used for FLAG-RB ChIP and anti-RB (Cell Signaling, Cat. No.

9309) was used for endogenous RB ChIP. Antibody-chromatin complexes were pulled down with protein G-Dynabeads (Life

Technologies, Cat. No. 10004D) for 2 hours at 4�C and washed 3 times with RIPA 150Wash Buffer (0.1% SDS, 0.1%DOC 1% Triton

X-100, 1mM EDTA, 10mM Tris-HCl pH 8, 150mMNaCl), 3 times with RIPA 500Wash Buffer (0.1% SDS, 0.1%DOC 1%Triton X-100,

1mMEDTA, 10mMTris-HCl pH 8, 500mMNaCl), 3 timeswith LiCl wash buffer (10mMTris-HCl, pH 8, 250mMLiCl, 0.5%Triton X-100,

0.5% DOC) and once with ice-cold 10mM Tris-HCl, pH 8. Chromatin complexes were eluted from the beads using elution buffer

(10mM Tris-HCl pH 8, 0.1% SDS, 150mM NaCl, 5 mM DTT) for 1 hour at 65�C and treated with RNase A (Roche, Cat. No.

11119915001) for 30 min at 37oC. Proteinase K (Thermo Scientific, Cat. No. 25530049) treatment and reverse cross-linking was per-

formed for 3 hours at 65�C. After crosslink reversal, immunoprecipitated DNA was extracted with AMP Pure XP beads (Beckman

Coulter, Cat. No. A63881). ChIP DNA was quantified with Qubit dsDNA HS Assay kit (Thermo Scientific, Cat. No. Q32851). 1-2 ng

ChIP DNA samples were used to prepare sequencing libraries, using the Ovation Ultralow System V2 kit (TECAN, Cat. No.

0344NB-A01). ChIP DNA and input controls were sequenced using the NextSeq 500/550 High Output Kit v2.5 (75 Cycles) (Illumina,

Cat. No. 20024906) with the Nextseq 500 Illumina genome analyzer.

Bioinformatics processing
Sequencing reads were trimmed using trim-galore, aligned to the human genome (build hg19) using bwa-mem, then duplicate-

marked using sambamba, and filtered to remove reads that were duplicates, had mapping quality <30, had >2 mismatches, or

had >1/3 of their sequence soft-clipped. Filtered BAMs were sorted and indexed, and deeptools-bamCoverage was used to

generate CPM-normalized bigwig files for peak visualization, and bedtools-coverage was used to count reads in 200bp genomic win-

dows tiling the genome. Binned readcounts were normalized, and RB peaks were identified on the basis of having at least twice the

normalized readcounts in any of the sixteen FLAG-RB samples, compared to the maximum normalized readcounts across the four

control samples (two Input samples and two No-tag samples), yielding a set of 28,115 RB peaks that were subjected to k-means

clustering by two procedures. The first clustering procedure (Figure 1) used k=3 and included eight data tracks: the FLAG-RB,

H3K4me3, H3K4me1, and K3K27ac ChIP data from cells expressing either RB wild-type or RBDcdk. Clustering was performed

on the peak strength and peak shape, represented by the 10Kb neighborhood (50 bins) centered on the peak summit, using

Euclidean distance metric. The second clustering procedure (Figure 2) used k=8 and added E2F1 ChIP data, plus CTCF and c-

Jun ChIP data from cells treated with either an shRNA ("D5") targeting RB1, or a scramble version of it. Clustering was performed

on peak shape only, using cosine distance metric. Total RB ChIP signal in each cluster of peaks was compared between cells ex-

pressing RB wild-type, RBDcdk, or the 14 monophosphorylated forms by calculating the total normalized reads in that cluster in

each sample, and then calculating the percent change in this number between the two samples being compared, with significance

calculated by t-test and Bonferroni-corrected for the total number of tests performed. DNA sequences of the peaks in each cluster

were analyzed using the findMotifsGenome function (-size given -gc) of the HOMER software package (Heinz et al., 2010). Genes

overlapping each peak were analyzed for enrichment (hypergeometric test) in the MSigDB Hallmark genesets (Subramanian

et al., 2005). To assess the library complexity and the overall reproducibility of peak sets, ENCODE ChIP-seq pipeline (v2.1.4)

was utilized on top of the Cromwell (v76) scientific workflow engine. Sequencing reads were directly used as the input for the

ENCODEChIP-seq pipeline andwere aligned to the human genome (build hg19). The ENCODE blacklist was utilized to filter genomic

loci. The mode for the ENCODE ChIP-seq pipeline was set as ‘‘tf.’’ The alignment statistics were directly measured from raw unfil-

tered BAM files using SAMstat, which included statistics for the fraction of mapped reads. The library complexity of the ChIP-seq

experiment was assessed by analyzing the PBC1, PBC2, and NRF values of filtered non-mitochondrial BAM files. PBC1 greater

than or equal to 0.5, PBC2 greater than or equal to 1, and NRF greater than or equal to 0.5 was considered acceptable per the

ENCODE guidelines. Comparison of RB wild-type and RBDcdk ChIP-seq peak sets was performed using two different methods.

The first method involved IDR (Irreproducible Discovery Rate), which is a default method utilized in the ENCODE ChIP-seq pipeline.

IDR plots comparing the RBwild-type to RBDcdk aswell as between pooled replicates are presented for each cell line (RPE1, BJ, and

MCF10A). The secondmethod involved DiffBind, which is an R package that analyzes the reproducibility of peak sets. All 16 RPE1RB

ChIP-seq peak sets were used as an input for DiffBind analysis. Of note, due to the great number of samples utilized in the analysis,

BED files rather than BAMfileswere utilized as inputs for the DiffBind analysis. Correlation heatmaps aswell as dendrograms from the

hierarchical clustering are presented.
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Cell-cycle analysis
48h after DOX-induction or 6 days after contact inhibition and release RPE1 cells were incubated with 20 mM 5-ethynyl-2’-deoxyur-

idine (EdU; Life technologies, Cat. No. A10044) for 2h, fixed with 3.7% formaldehyde in PBS for 15 min, blocked with 3%BSA in PBS

for 1 min, permeabilized with 0.5% Triton X-100 in PBS for 30 min and stained with ClickIT reaction (100mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5, 3mM

CuSO4, 50 mM Ascorbic Acid, 2.5 mM Alexa Fluor-647 azide; Life Technologies, Cat. No. A10277) for 30 minutes and 3mM 4’,6-Dia-

midino-2-Phenylindole Dihydrochloride (DAPI; Life Technologies, Cat. No. D1306) in staining buffer (100mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5, 150mM

NaCl, 1mM CaCl2, 0.5mM MgCl2, 0.1% NP-40), for 15 minutes. FACS analysis was performed with LSR II flow cytometer (BD

Biosciences).

Real-time RT-PCR
Total cell RNA was extracted using the Direct-zol RNA MiniPrep Plus kit (Zymo Research, Cat. No. R2073). cDNA was synthesized

from 0.5 mg total RNA, using oligo-dT priming and the TaqMan Reverse Transcription kit (Applied biosystems, Cat. No. N8080234).

Relative expression of transcripts was quantified by real-time PCR, using the FastStart Universal SYBR Green Master mix (Roche,

Cat. No. 4913914001) and the LightCycler 480 System (Roche). mRNA levels were normalized to ACTB andGAPDH. Primer sets are

listed on the Table S10.

ChIP-quantitative PCR
ChIP DNA was purified as it was described in ChIP-seq paragraph. The enrichment of the different genomic loci was quantified by

real-time PCR, using the ChIP-qPCR primers described in Table S10.

Gene enrichment analysis
Gene enrichment in Figures 4, 5, and 6 was performed using Over-Representation analysis (ORA) for the indicated groups of genes.

ORA was done using the WebGestalt toolkit (http://www.webgestalt.org) for Biological Process and KEGG pathways. The set of all

mapped entrezgene IDs of the protein-coding genome was used as reference list. Top 10 significant Biological Processes or KEGG

pathways were identified, and False Discovery Rate (FDR) was calculated by the Benjamini-Hochberg method.

Normalized overlap of ChIP-seq peak sets
A library consisting of 7,903 ChIP-seq experiments on 915 DNA-bound proteins was prepared by aggregating data generated in this

paper with those from the Cistrome Data Browser (Zheng et al., 2019). For statistical analysis, we filtered the library such that every

DNA-bound protein has at least two ChIP-seq experiments in the filtered library. The filtered library featured 639 DNA-bound proteins

and 7,619 ChIP-seq experiments. Histone ChIP-seq experiments were excluded from both the original and the filtered library, since

the peak calling mode of histone ChIP-seq experiments differs from that of standard transcription factor ChIP-seq experiments. On

average, the dataset for eachDNA-bound protein in the original library consisted of 9 ChIP-seq experiments with a standard deviation

of 41. Only peaks located at one of the union DNase I hypersensitivity sites (Wang et al., 2016) were assessed. Normalized overlap

between the library and the query was assessed following these three steps: 1) preliminary normalization via data permutation, 2)

overlap calculation, and 3) normalization of the overlap. The normalization of the overlap is required for a library-wide analysis of

ChIP-seq experiments, since the number of peaks aswell as the bin size vary throughout the library. The normalized overlap between

two ChIP-seq peak sets is defined as

normalized overlap ðreference; queryÞ =

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffinP
peak ˛ ðreference X queryÞbin sizereference � weightreference

o
$
nP

peak ˛ ðreference X queryÞbin sizequery � weightquery

o
nP

peak ˛ reference bin sizereference � weightreference

o
$
nP

peak ˛ query bin sizequery � weightquery

o
vuuut :

Reference indicates a DNA-bound protein from the original library consisting of 915 DNA-bound proteins. Query indicates an input

peak set provided by the user. In this study, the input peak set was the RB ChIP-seq peak set generated from 16 FLAG-tagged RPE1

RB ChIP-seq experiments. For cluster-wise analysis, the peak set for each k-means cluster (k=8) was utilized as the input. The

following three steps illustrate the design of the algorithm that performs the calculation of this normalized overlap between the refer-

ence and the query.

1) preliminary normalization

To ensure that
P

peak ˛ reference

bin sizereference � weightreference and
P

peak ˛ query

bin sizequery � weightquery values from the denomina-

tor do not significantly vary library-wide (reference) and input-wide (query), a preliminary normalization was performed by permuting

the peak set with target
P

peak ˛ reference

bin sizereference � weightreference and
P

peak ˛ query

bin sizequery � weightquery values. The permuta-

tion process was performed using the shuf function of bash, and the process allowed repeats. The target values were set as follows:
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target

 X
peak ˛ reference

bin sizereference � weightreference

!
= max

 
reference ˛ library

�����
X

peak ˛ reference

bin sizereference � weightreference

!
;

target

 X
peak ˛ query

bin sizequery � weightquery

!
= min

 
query ˛ input

�����
X

peak ˛ query

bin sizequery � weightquery

!
:

The permutation process allows comparison between datasets, even if the datasets have different number of peaks and bin sizes.

Theweighting formula for the reference peak set was set as the likelihood of a given region showing up as a peak in a ChIP-seq exper-

iment for the DNA-bound protein (i.e.,weightreference = P

�
peak ˛ experiment

���� peak ˛ _
reference

experiment

�
), while theweighting for-

mula for the query peak set was set as the score between 0 and 1000 in a standard BED6 format.

2) overlap calculation

The overlap between the query and the reference was measured asffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi( P
peak ˛ ðreference X queryÞ

bin sizereference � weightreference

)
$

( P
peak ˛ ðreference X queryÞ

bin sizequery � weightquery

)vuut , which is the numer-

ator of the formula for the normalized overlap. The selection of peaks that satisfy the peak ˛ ðreference X queryÞ condition was per-

formed by utilizing the intersect functionality of bedtools.

3) normalization of the overlap

Finally, the normalized overlap between the reference and the query was measured by dividing the calculated overlap by the de-

nominator

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi( P
peak ˛ reference

bin sizereference � weightreference

)
$

( P
peak ˛ query

bin sizequery � weightquery

)vuut . While we had implemented

a preliminary normalization step that permutates the library and the input until they reach a target value by approximation, there still

exists a slight variation in the exact values. In order to remove the bias created by this variation, the final value for the normalized

overlap is acquired by dividing the calculated overlap by this reference- and query-specific denominator.

The measurement of the normalized overlap was done in triplicates and their mean values were utilized for further analysis in

the study.

In order to ensure the reproducibility of the calculation, wemadeour algorithmpublicly available through thePyPI repository (acces-

sion code: PanChIP; https://pypi.org/project/PanChIP/). The source code is available for download at GitHub (https://github.com/

hanjunlee21/PanChIP). The library can be accessed via https://drive.google.com/uc?id=17L0c1pv8dx2906O7WMfWwcqgDLM

Jyq7T&confirm=t or through the panchip init function. The PanChIP version v.3.0.10 was utilized for the generation of plots.

Statistical analysis of the overlap
To assess the statistical significance of the overlap and to remove any DNA-bound protein hits that are merely due to noise, we per-

formed a statistical analysis for the overlap in the filtered library consisting of 639 DNA-bound proteins and 7,619 ChIP-seq exper-

iments. Here, instead of doing a bulk analysis on a specific DNA-bound protein, we measured the individual overlap between the

peak set from each of the 7,619 ChIP-seq experiments and the query. The mathematical representation of the individual overlap

is as follows:

individual overlap ðexperiment; queryÞ

=

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffinP
peak ˛ ðexperiment X queryÞbin sizeexperiment � weightexperiment

o
$
nP

peak ˛ ðexperiment X queryÞbin sizequery � weightquery

o
nP

peak ˛ experiment bin sizeexperiment � weightexperiment

o
$
nP

peak ˛ query bin sizequery � weightquery

o
vuuut

No permutation step was utilized for the measurement of individual overlaps. The weighting formula for the peak set from each

ChIP-seq experiment was set as a uniform distribution (i.e., weightexperiment = 1), while the weighting formula for the query peak

set was set as the score between 0 and 1000 in a standard BED6 format. Since all DNA-bound proteins have at least two experiments

in the filtered library, the standard deviation as well as the mean value were calculated for each of the 639 DNA-bound proteins. The

signal-to-noise ratio, which is defined as
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signal to noise ratio ðreference; queryÞ
=

mean ðexperiment ˛ reference j individual overlapðexperiment; queryÞÞ
standard deviation ðexperiment ˛ reference j individual overlapðexperiment; queryÞÞ ;

was measured for each of the 639 DNA-bound proteins to assess the statistical significance of the overlap. We further pre-

formed unpaired two-tailed Welch’s t-test to assess the statistical significance, and the adjusted p-values that were corrected

for multiple hypotheses using the Bonferroni method are provided. Only DNA-bound proteins that exhibited signal-to-noise ratio

greater than 2 and adjusted p-value less than 0.05 were utilized for further examination. Individual overlap scores between E2F1

and RB-Promoters (k-means clusters A–D), CTCF and RB-Insulators (k-means cluster E), and c-Jun and RB-Enhancers (k-means

clusters F–H) were significantly greater compared to the individual overlap scores generated from the entire filtered library (Fig-

ure S5D, Padj<0.05). Similarly, unpaired two-tailed Welch’s t-test on the individual overlap scores of each cluster’s top ten TF

hits validated that each overlap is statistically significant (Figure 5A, Padj<0.05). Histograms are presented to support this statistical

analysis (Figure S5D).

In order to ensure the reproducibility of the calculation, we have incorporated the signal-to-noise ratio as well as the adjusted

p-value calculation algorithm in the PanChIP package.

Using the PanChIP software
PanChIP is a python- and bash-based algorithm that can be downloaded from the PyPI repository using the following command:

$ pip3 install panchip

The PanChIP algorithm is designed to ensure the reproducibility of the calculation of overlaps presented in this study. There are

three functions in the PanChIP software: init, analysis, and filter.

1) $ panchip init [-h] library_directory

This function requires a single positional argument, which is the path to the target directory wherein the library would be saved.

Either relative or absolute paths are allowed as input. This initialization process is required after every version upgrade of the algo-

rithm in order to ensure that the version of the library matches the version of the algorithm. The target directory should contain a min-

imum of 14 GB of available storage for downloading the library. After running panchip init, the target directory would contain three

subdirectories: source codes for python and bash scripts (PanChIP-v.x.x.x), the original library for the calculation of the normalized

overlap (v.x.x/Analysis), and the filtered library for the calculation of the individual overlap (v.x.x/Experiment). Once the library direc-

tory is set, it can be utilized for all subsequent PanChIP runs.

2) $ panchip analysis [-h] [-t THREADS] [-r REPEATS] library_directory input_directory output_directory

This function requires three positional arguments and accepts two optional arguments. The three positional arguments are: the

path to the library directory, the path to the input directory, and the path to the output directory. The input directory should contain

the list of BED files of query peak sets in the standard BED6 format. The input directory should not contain files other than the BED

files. The output directory is where the output files would be generated. The output directory will be automatically generated if the

directory is non-existent. When panchip analysis is done, the output directory should contain the primary.output.tsv file, which is

a matrix file that contains the normalized overlap values. The two optional arguments are: the number of threads and the number

of permutational iterations. The number of threads enables parallelization of the panchip analysis algorithm. If the number of permu-

tational iterations is set at a value greater than one, the primary.output.tsv file would contain themean normalized overlap values. The

default for all optional arguments is set at one.

3) $ panchip filter [-h] [-t THREADS] library_directory input_file output_directory

This function requires three positional arguments and accepts a single optional argument. The three positional arguments are:

the path to the library directory, the path to the input file, and the path to the output directory. The input file would be the BED file

in the standard BED6 format. The individual overlap would be calculated between each ChIP-seq experiment from the library and

the input peak set. The output directory is where the output files would be generated and will be automatically generated if the

directory is non-existent. When panchip filter is done, the output directory should contain the primary.output.tsv file, which is a

matrix file that contains the individual overlap values. Statistical analysis (i.e., calculation of the signal-to-noise ratio and the

adjusted p-value) is done using these individual overlap values. This function accepts the number of threads as an optional argu-

ment, of which default is set at one.

Detailed description on the usage of the algorithm as well as the troubleshooting guidelines are available at Methods S1 or at the

PanChIP manual available for download at https://github.com/hanjunlee21/PanChIP/tree/v.3.0.10/PanChIP_manual.pdf.
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Heatmap representation of normalized overlap
For the heatmap representation of normalized overlap presented in Figure 5B, we assessed the log2 observed/expected values for

the normalized overlap score measured between the query and the reference dataset. The log2 observed/expected values were

mathematically defined as follows:

log2

�
observednormalized overlap

expectednormalized overlap

�

= log2

 
normalized overlap ðquery; referenceÞ�

E
�
normalized overlap

�
query; creference

�� � E
�
normalized overlap

�
cquery; reference

���1=2
!
;

where the function E(x) is defined as the expected value of x.

Non-negative matrix factorization
To enable pan-ChIP-seq unbiased clustering of peaks, we generated a union matrix of all peak sets from the PanChIP library. The

union DNase I hypersensitivity sites from the MARGE software (Wang et al., 2016) were utilized to filter all peak sets, and the dimen-

sion of the resultant union matrix was 2,723,010-by-915. We then extracted a submatrix of this 2,723,010-by-915 union matrix that

has an overlap with RB binding sites. Since the 28,115 RB binding sites span 84,932 distinct union DNase I hypersensitivity sites, the

submatrix had a dimension of 84,932-by-915. For the assessment of the cophenetic correlation coefficient, we randomly pooled 200

different submatrices of the 84,932-by-915matrix having the dimension of 1,000-by-915. From k values of 2 to 8, non-negativematrix

factorization was performed using the nnmf function of MATLAB and their 200-iteration average of cophenetic correlation coefficient

as well as their 95% confidence intervals were assessed. The distance was measured based on Euclidean distance measured using

the pdist function of MATLAB. The cophenetic correlation coefficient formed a plateau when kR3 and showed local maximum at k=5.

Hence, k=5was selected for the pan-ChIP-seq unbiased clustering of peaks using non-negativematrix factorization (we note that the

cophenetic correlation coefficient did not form a peak but rather formed a plateau in our analysis). We then performed non-negative

matrix factorization using the entire 84,932-by-915 matrix and repeated the analysis 200 times to assess the cluster membership.

MATLAB algorithm for the non-negative matrix factorization is available for download at https://github.com/hanjunlee21/Sanidas-

et-al-2021/tree/v.1.0.0.

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Statistical analysis of the real-time PCR data was performed using the GraphPad Prism 6 software. Statistical comparison among

groups was carried out using unpaired two-tailed Welch’s t-test with Bonferroni correction. For the statistical significance of a quan-

titative PCR result in FLAG-RB chromatin immunoprecipitates from RPE1 cells expressing FLAG-tagged wild-type RB or RBDCDK,

one-way ANOVA relative to wild-type RB was assessed. For GSEA, Benjamini-Hochberg correction was utilized to correct for mul-

tiple hypotheses. Cluster membership of each peak in non-negative matrix factorization was assessed by 200 iterations of the clus-

tering analysis. The calculated statistical significance is indicated as ****p<0.0001; ***p<0.001; **p<0.01; *p<0.05.
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Figure S1: RB has highest affinity for E2F promoters; related to Figure 1. (A) All active forms of RB 
associate with E2F-regulated promoters. RB ChIP-seq tracks for each one of the 16 RB phosphorylation isoforms, 
showing the promoter regions of EZH2, RBL1, E2F1, PCNA and MCM3. (B) Number of RB peaks for each one 
of the 16 RB phosphorylation isoforms, counting peaks with an enrichment score greater than 2, relative to the 
maximum background signal. Unique peaks per isoform are shown in red. To measure the background levels in 
the ChIP-seq experiments, we sequenced input DNA libraries from RPE1 cells expressing FLAG-tagged wild-
type RB or RBΔCDK, as well as anti-FLAG-immunoprecipitated libraries from RPE1 cells expressing non-
tagged wild-type RB or RBΔCDK. (C) Breakdown of RB peaks from panel B by occurrence in promoter (grey) 
or non-promoter (yellow) regions. (D) RB peaks from the 16 different RB phosphorylation isoforms were 
combined, and the total numbers shown of RB peaks with enrichment score relative to maximum background 
signal greater than 2, 3, 4, 5 or 10. Percentage of RB peaks in promoter (grey) and non-promoter (yellow) regions 
are shown. (E) Differential binding analysis of ChIP-seq data from RB wild-type, RBΔCDK and the 14 mP-RB 
isoforms. Hierarchical clustering was performed for each axis and was represented as a dendrogram. Hierarchical 
clustering revealed that mP-RB isoforms which contain CDK-phosphorylation sites in related protein regions 
share similar chromatin-binding characteristics. (F) Mean normalized RB ChIP peak intensity in RPE1 cells 
expressing wild-type RB or RB∆CDK, in the three clusters of peaks from Fig. 1D. (G) Further breakdown of RB 
ChIP peaks in panel G, shown as histograms of peak intensity. (H) Percentage of RB peaks that overlap with 
E2F1 peaks in promoter and non-promoter regions. 90% of RB-bound promoters were E2F1-bound, while only 
24% of RB-bound non-promoter regions were occupied by E2F1. For both E2F1 and RB, peaks were counted that 
had an enrichment score greater than 2, relative to the background. (I) GSEA analysis of the genes with RB-
bound promoters (Promoters-1 and Promoters-2) and of the genes in proximity to non-promoter RB peaks. The 
heatmap shows the Bonferroni-corrected p-value for the MSigDB HALLMARK gene sets. Grey color indicates 
non-significant enrichment. E2F targets, MYC targets, and other genes regulating cell cycle and cell proliferation, 
were the most highly represented categories among genes in the Promoters-1 group. In contrast, metabolic genes 
and genes involved in mitotic spindle assembly were the most significantly enriched categories of genes in the 
Promoters-2 group. Genes involved in oxidative phosphorylation, a transcriptional program regulated by C-
terminal RB mono-phosphorylation (Sanidas et al., 2019), showed the highest enrichment in the Promoters-2 
group. (J) Aggregate curves analysis of RB ChIP-Seq signal from human cells (Chicas et al. 2010 and Sanidas et 
al. 2021) and from mouse cells (Ishak et al. 2016) in ~15,000 non-promoter RB peaks identified in Fig. 1. The 
Sanidas (red) dataset shows robust RB enrichment in non-promoter regions. The Chicas (blue) dataset shows 
relatively weak enrichment and the Ishak (green) dataset shows no enrichment of RB in non-promoter regions. 
(K) IGV screenshots of four non-promoter regions with RB peaks. The Chicas dataset shows significantly 
reduced ChIP signal (upper panel) than Sanidas dataset (lower panel) in all these four domains. 
  



 
  



Figure S2: A-FOS and DNDP1 control different pools of chromatin-bound RB; related to Figure 2. (A) 
Aggregate curves of summed normalized ChIP signal for FLAG-RB, E2F1, c-JUN, CTCF, and histone 
modifications, grouped by the clusters of Fig. 2A, from cells expressing wild-type RB or RB∆CDK and from cells 
expressing shRB1 or shControl (tracks 1–7). Similar, tracks 8-12 show aggregate curves of summed normalized 
ChIP signal for FLAG-RB (tracks 8–11) or E2F1 (track 12), from cells expressing wild-type RB along with A-
FOS, DNDP1, or GFP. Percentage scores show the difference in area (total ChIP signal) between the tracks color-
coded at left. (B) A-FOS inhibits RB phosphorylation and arrests cells in G1. Left: Western blots of lysates from 
RPE1 cells co-expressing either wild-type RB or RB∆CDK, along with either HA-A-FOS or GFP as control, were 
probed with the indicated antibodies. Right: Cell-cycle analysis of cells co-expressing wild-type RB with either 
A-Fos or GFP. (C) Western blots of lysates from cells co-expressing either wild-type RB or RB∆CDK along with 
DNDP1 were probed with the indicated antibodies. (D) Comparison of RB peaks across RPE1 and BJ cells. (Left) 
The 28,115 and 18,237 RB peaks detected respectively in RPE1 epithelial cells and BJ fibroblasts are shown with 
their percent overlap. (Right) Percentage of RB peaks in BJ cells that overlap with RB peaks in RPE1 cells, 
broken down by the promoters-1, promoters-2, and non-promoters clusters of Fig. 1D. (E) RB ChIP peak clusters 
from Figure 2A, comparing RB ChIP data from either RPE1 cells or BJ fibroblasts. Peaks are shown in 10-kb 
windows centered on each RB ChIP-seq peak. 
  



 
  



Figure S3: Active forms of RB associate with promoters; related to Figure 3. (A) Western blots of lysates 
from cells growing under contact inhibition for 6 days, and from cells released from contact inhibition for 24 or 
30 hours, were probed with the indicated antibodies. (B) Cell-cycle analysis of the cells described in panel A. 
Two biological replicates per condition are shown. (C–E) To verify that certain sites exhibit stronger binding to 
RB upon cell proliferation, we performed additional ChIP-quantitative PCR experiments and measured the level 
of bound RB at these loci. RB-bound chromatin was isolated from cells expressing wild-type RB, RB∆CDK, and 
cells growing in low serum conditions that express hypo-phosphorylated RB. Using ChIP, we then measured the 
amount of RB bound to the promoters of RBL1 and PCNA (as representative E2F-terget genes) and two RB-
bound AP-1 enhancers in chromosomes 2 and 19. As expected, unphosphorylated and hypo-phosphorylated RB 
showed higher affinity to E2F-promoters. Conversely, hyper-phosphorylated wild-type RB bound stronger to AP-
1 enhancer sites. These results support the conclusion that RB redistributes from sites in promoters to sites in 
enhancers during cell cycle progression. (C) Quantitative PCR in FLAG-RB chromatin immunoprecipitates from 
RPE1 cells expressing FLAG-tagged wild-type RB or RB∆CDK and growing in 5% serum and cells expressing 
FLAG-tagged wild-type RB and growing in 0.5% or 0% serum for 24 hours. Cells expressing untagged wild-type 
RB were used as control. The RB-bound RBL1 and PCNA promoters and two RB-bound enhancer regions in 
Chr2 and Chr19 respectively were tested. n=3 per sample, p-value is calculated by one-way ANOVA relative to 
RB wild-type (****p<0.0001; ***p<0.001; **p<0.01; *p<0.05). (D) ChIP-seq tracks for the indicated proteins or 
histone modifications, showing the two RB-bound enhancer regions that were tested in C. (E) Western blots of 
lysates from cells expressing wild-type RB and growing in 5%, 0.5% or 0% serum for 24 hours were probed with 
the indicated antibodies (F, G) Distinct mono-phosphorylation forms of RB show different affinity for enhancers. 
Genomic distribution of RB ChIP-seq signal across the distinct regions described in Fig. 2A, from RPE1 cells 
expressing each of the 16 different phosphorylation isoforms of RB, shown as percent change relative to either 
wild-type RB (F) or RB∆CDK (G), ranging from increase of 35% or more (dark red) to decrease of 35% or more 
(dark blue). No significant differences are indicated with grey color. Compared to RB∆CDK, mono-
phosphorylation at Ser 230, Thr 356, and Ser 807 redistributed RB more strongly towards promoter regions 
(clusters A–D), while mono-phosphorylation at Thr 252, Ser 612, Ser 795, and Ser 811 shifted RB binding more 
strongly towards AP-1 enhancers (clusters F–H). 
  



 
  



Figure S4: RB-dependent transcriptional regulation of genes with RB-bound enhancers; related to Figure 
4. (A) Rationale for comparing RB1 and CDKN2A mutants. Direct mutations in RB1 would result in complete 
absence of RB at promoter or enhancer regions. Loss of CDKN2A enables post-translational inactivation of RB by 
CDK4/6 and is sufficient for tumorigenesis in cancer cell lines expressing wild-type RB. Canonical pathway is 
depicted. (B) Cell line genotypes. Cell lines in CCLE were classified as either RB1null and CDKN2A wild-type or 
RB1 wild-type and CDKN2Adel. The RB1null cells harbor either homozygous damaging mutations in RB1 
(identified by allele fraction in whole exome or whole genome sequencing (WES or WGS)) or biallelic deletion of 
RB1 (confirmed by absence of expression). There were no homozygous damaging CDKN2A mutations called in 
genomic datasets, but biallelic deletion confirmed by absence of expression was noted. The majority of lines had 
indeterminant functional genotypes and were not compared. Copy number and gene expression are shown for 
RB1 and CDKN2A for all cell lines (grey dots), with the selected mutant classes highlighted in color. (C) 
Phenotypic confirmation of genotype assignments. RPPA of RB protein levels is compared with expression of 
MTAP, a gene frequently co-deleted with CDKN2A. (D) Cancer subtype distributions among RB1null and 
CDKN2Adel cell lines. Purple = present in both genotypes. Blue = present in CDKN2Adel but not RB1null. Red = 
present in RB1null but not CDKN2Adel. (E) Western blots of lysates from four lung cancer cell lines (NCI-H2030, 
CALU-1, HOP62 and SW1573) transduced with doxycycline-inducible shRB1 or shScramble were probed with 
the indicated antibodies. (F) Gene expression levels of EGFR, TGFBR2, MYC, TNFRSF1A, DUSP6, EPHA2, 
PLCE1, STK3 and KLF4 in the shRB1 (red) and shScramble (black) transduced cell lines described in panel E. 
n=3 per sample, p-value is calculated by multiple unpaired t tests (****p<0.0001; ***p<0.001; **p<0.01; 
*p<0.05) (G) Western blot analysis with the indicated antibodies of lysates from the cell lines described in panel 
E, following the time course of treatment with 30 nM trametinib. 
  



 
 
Figure S5: Analysis of the RB-bound chromatin loci using the PanChIP software; related to Figure 5. (A–
C) RB ChIP-seq peaks from the k-mean clusters identified in Fig. 2A were analyzed by PanChIP. Normalized 
overlap versus signal-to-noise ratio for TFs that overlap with A, k-means clusters A–D (RB-promoter peaks); B, 
k-means cluster E (RB-insulator peaks); and C, k-means clusters F–H (RB-enhancer peaks). The size of the 
individual dot is proportional to the logarithm of the number of samples. All TFs that overlap with RB-bound loci 
and are highlighted in Fig. 5 pass the signal-to-noise ratio threshold (signal-to-noise ratio > 2) and pass the 
statistical significance threshold based on unpaired two-tailed Welch’s t-test (P < 0.05). Similar to RB, TFs 
associated with RB-bound enhancers show cell type-specific chromatin binding profiles and present less 
conservation between samples. (D) Distribution of individual overlap of 7,619 datasets referring to 915 TFs, in 
overlap with RB-bound promoters, insulators, or enhancers. 39 E2F1, 493 CTCF and 30 c-Jun ChIP-seq datasets 



are highlighted in each group of RB-bound chromatin loci. Among them, c-Jun overlap with RB-bound enhancers 
presents the lowest signal-to-noise ratio, indicating that these peaks are less conserved between samples. All 
comparisons pass the statistical significance threshold (unpaired two-tailed Welch’s t-test, P < 0.05), indicating 
that each TF exhibits significantly greater overlap with each set of k-means clusters. (E) Comparison of 
normalized overlap from two biological replicates of POLR2A ChIP-seq peak sets derived from GM12878 cell 
line. The size of the individual dot is proportional to the logarithm of the number of samples. (F–G) The 
collection of PanChIP data provided an opportunity to re-assess the k-means clustering of RB-binding sites using 
a much more extensive body of information about the properties of these sites. Taking ChIP-seq data of the 915 
PanChIP chromatin regulators, we performed a comprehensive pan-ChIP-seq clustering analysis on RB-binding 
sites based on non-negative matrix factorization. To determine the optimal value of k, we performed 200 iterations 
of clustering for each number of clusters (k). (G) The performance of the clustering analysis, as assessed by a 
cophenetic correlation coefficient. The cophenetic correlation coefficient rapidly saturated when k≥3 and started 
to form a plateau. The cophenetic correlation coefficient was the highest when k=5, and this parameter was used 
for further analyses. The error bars represent the 95% confidence intervals. (F) Non-negative matrix factorization 
at k=5 revealed five distinct clusters of RB ChIP-seq peaks (PanChIP clusters 1–5) with clusters 1–3 
corresponding to RB-promoters, cluster 4 to RB/CTCF sites, and cluster 5 to RB-enhancers. The proteins that 
colocalize with RB in PanChIP clusters 1–3 are mostly involved in the regulation of transcription by RNA 
polymerase II with the clusters varying in the enrichment of E2F/DP complexes, histone modifying enzymes, and 
zinc-finger DNA binding proteins. CTCF and members of the cohesin complex were predominantly enriched in 
cluster 4, while AP-1 complex, E2F7, YAP1/TEAD-TAZ and p300 were overrepresented in cluster 5. We note 
that the proteins associated with PanChIP clusters 1–3 show the greatest conservation between experiments and 
cell lines (intense blue color). This conservation was weaker in cluster 4 and was weakest in cluster 5. These 
differences strongly support our earlier observation that RB binding sites in promoters are highly conserved, 
while RB binding sites in non-promoter regions are more divergent. (H) Bar plot comparing the k-means clusters 
(k=8) and PanChIP clusters (k=5). Remarkably, 89% of RB ChIP-seq peaks in k-means clusters A–D were in 
PanChIP clusters 1–3. The overlap between k-means cluster E and PanChIP cluster 4 was 80%, while that 
between k-means clusters F–H and PanChIP cluster 5 was 81%. The fact that the PanChIP analysis generated 
clusters that corresponded so closely to the results of the k-means analysis corroborates our findings and indicates 
that the three different classes of RB-binding sites that we have described possess intrinsic differences in protein 
binding specificity. We conclude that, regardless of analytical approach used, RB-bound loci robustly cluster into 
three fundamentally different types of chromatin, that are bound by different types of proteins. Because the 
proteins that associate with RB are different in promoters, enhancers, and insulators, RB’s mechanism of action, 
and presumably RB’s biological role, is likely to be different in these three contexts. 

  



 



Fig. S6: Comparison among endogenous and exogenous RB ChIP-Seq from different human cell lines; 
related to Figure 2 and Discussion. (A) Aggregate curves of summed normalized ChIP signal for endogenous 
RB, grouped by the clusters of Fig. 2A, from naïve RPE1 cells and RB1 CRISPR knock-out RPE1 cells. The 
distinct clusters of RB peaks identified in RPE1 cells expressing FLAG-tagged RB alleles (Fig. 2A) were also 
found in RPE1 cells expressing endogenous RB but not in the RB knock-out cells. (B) k-means clustering analysis 
of 15 ChIP-seq datasets among 7 different human cell lines. These include FLAG-RB wild-type and FLAG-
RB∆CDK from RPE1, BJ, MCF10A and T47D cells generated in our study, endogenous RB ChIP-seq from 
growing, quiescent and senescent IMR90 fibroblasts (Chicas et al., 2010), and unpublished ENCODE data for 
endogenous RB ChIP-seq from K562 erythroleukemic and GM12878 lymphoblastoid cell lines. H3K4me3, 
H3K4me1, H3K27ac, E2F1, c-JUN and CTCF ChIP-seq data from RPE1 cells expressing RB wild-type were 
projected in this analysis. k-means clustering revealed 50 clusters with distinct enrichment characteristics for each 
dataset. Peaks are shown in 10-kb windows centered on each RB ChIP-seq peak. (C) HOMER motifs in the RB 
ChIP-seq peaks from the clusters in panel A. The p-values measured from the HOMER software were 
logarithmized, and their negatives were shown as heatmaps. Each column represents the name of the HOMER 
known motif, while each row represents the k-means cluster (k=50). Color bar is presented on the right. 
 
We note: (1) k-means clusters 17–26, 34-35 and 40-41 are RB-promoter peaks with characteristic enrichment of 
RB, E2F1, and H3K4me3 signals, which lack the enhancer mark H3K4me. This group of peaks shows the highest 
conservation between cell lines. k-means clusters 42-43 identify RB-bound promoters that are cell type-specific 
(seen specifically in BJ, K562 and GM12878 cells), which are not enriched in E2F motifs. (2) k-means clusters 1–
13 and 27-33 are RB-enhancer peaks with characteristic enrichment of RB, c-Jun, H3K4me, and H3K27ac 
signals, and depletion of the promoter mark H3K4me3. This group of RB-bound enhancers is cell type-specific 
and is mostly related to enhancers in RPE1 cells. Interestingly, clusters 15-17 identify private RB-bound 
enhancers that although are not marked for c-JUN and H3K4me1 in RPE1 cells, they show enrichment in AP-1 
and TEAD motifs. Similarly, cluster 24 identifies specific AP-1 enhancers in MCF10A cells. (3) k-means clusters 
36-39 are RB/CTCF peaks with characteristic enrichment of RB and CTCF signals, which lack enrichment in the 
tested histone modifications. This group of RB peaks is more conserved relative to RB/enhancer peaks between 
different cell lines. Clusters 18, 21 and 25 identify RB/CTCF peaks that are also enriched in the promoter mark 
H3K4me3. (4) k-means clusters 48-49 identify private RB peaks in T47D cells that are enriched in the GRHL2 
transcription factor motif. (5) The largest number of the RB-enhancer peaks are observed in non-transformed 
RPE1 and BJ cells. 
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QC Report

general

Report generated at 2022-02-24 05:58:00
Title RPE1_RB_vs_INPUT
Description RPE1 RB (dCDK+WT) vs INPUT (dCDK+WT)
Pipeline version v2.1.4
Pipeline type tf
Genome hg19
Aligner bowtie2
Sequencing endedness {’rep1’: {’paired_end’: False}, ’rep2’: {’paired_end’: False}, ’ctl1’: {’paired_end’: False}, ’ctl2’: {’paired_end’: False}}
Peak caller spp

Alignment quality metrics

SAMstat (raw unfiltered BAM)

rep1 rep2 ctl1 ctl2

23110263321538548546683211260482sdaeRlatoT
Total Reads (QC-failed) 0 0 0 0
Duplicate Reads 0 0 0 0
Duplicate Reads (QC-failed) 0 0 0 0
Mapped Reads 27593381 23198231 44603044 35218455
Mapped Reads (QC-failed) 0 0 0 0
% Mapped Reads 97.1 97.2 97.3 97.3

0000sdaeRderiaP
Paired Reads (QC-failed) 0 0 0 0

00001daeR
Read1 (QC-failed) 0 0 0 0

00002daeR
Read2 (QC-failed) 0 0 0 0
Properly Paired Reads 0 0 0 0
Properly Paired Reads (QC-failed) 0 0 0 0
% Properly Paired Reads 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

0000flestihtiW
With itself (QC-failed) 0 0 0 0

0000snotelgniS
Singletons (QC-failed) 0 0 0 0

0.00.00.00.0notelgniS%
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rep1 rep2 ctl1 ctl2

0000smorhC.�iD
Di�. Chroms (QC-failed) 0 0 0 0

Marking duplicates (filtered BAM)

rep1 rep2 ctl1 ctl2

Unpaired Reads 24569683 20737856 39659108 31307106
Paired Reads 0 0 0 0
Unmapped Reads 0 0 0 0
Unpaired Duplicate Reads 6521740 4027362 3605175 2925277
Paired Duplicate Reads 0 0 0 0
Paired Optical Duplicate Reads 0 0 0 0
% Duplicate Reads 26.543899999999997 19.420299999999997 9.0904 9.3438

Filtered with samtools flag 1804 (samtools view -F 1804):

• read unmapped (0x4)
• mate unmapped (0x8, for paired-end)
• not primary alignment (0x100)
• read fails platform/vendor quality checks (0x200)
• read is PCR or optical duplicate (0x400)

SAMstat (filtered/deduped BAM)

rep1 rep2 ctl1 ctl2

92818382339350634940176134974081sdaeRlatoT
Total Reads (QC-failed) 0 0 0 0
Duplicate Reads 0 0 0 0
Duplicate Reads (QC-failed) 0 0 0 0
Mapped Reads 18047943 16710494 36053933 28381829
Mapped Reads (QC-failed) 0 0 0 0
% Mapped Reads 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

0000sdaeRderiaP
Paired Reads (QC-failed) 0 0 0 0

00001daeR
Read1 (QC-failed) 0 0 0 0

00002daeR
Read2 (QC-failed) 0 0 0 0
Properly Paired Reads 0 0 0 0
Properly Paired Reads (QC-failed) 0 0 0 0
% Properly Paired Reads 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
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rep1 rep2 ctl1 ctl2

0000flestihtiW
With itself (QC-failed) 0 0 0 0

0000snotelgniS
Singletons (QC-failed) 0 0 0 0

0.00.00.00.0notelgniS%
0000smorhC.�iD

Di�. Chroms (QC-failed) 0 0 0 0

Filtered and duplicates are removed. Subsampling with chip.subsample_reads
is not done in alignment steps. Nodup BAM is converted into a BED type
(TAGALIGN) later and then TAGALIGN is subsampled with such parameter in
the peak-calling step.

Sequence quality metrics (filtered/deduped BAM)

Figure 1: rep1

Open chromatin assays are known to have significant GC bias. Please take this
into consideration as necessary.
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Figure 2: rep2
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Library complexity quality metrics

Library complexity (filtered non-mito BAM)

rep1 rep2 ctl1 ctl2

Total Fragments 24459965 20590983 39423530 30975830
Distinct Fragments 18123300 16748687 36078228 28394122
Positions with Two Read 3517147 2576263 2787452 2155154
NRF = Distinct/Total 0.740937 0.813399 0.915145 0.916654
PBC1 = OneRead/Distinct 0.739114 0.812181 0.915821 0.917393
PBC2 = OneRead/TwoRead 3.808536 5.280117 11.853544 12.086639

Mitochondrial reads are filtered out by default. The non-redundant fraction
(NRF) is the fraction of non-redundant mapped reads in a dataset; it is the ratio
between the number of positions in the genome that uniquely mapped reads
map to and the total number of uniquely mappable reads. The NRF should be
> 0.8. The PBC1 is the ratio of genomic locations with EXACTLY one read
pair over the genomic locations with AT LEAST one read pair. PBC1 is the
primary measure, and the PBC1 should be close to 1. Provisionally 0-0.5 is severe
bottlenecking, 0.5-0.8 is moderate bottlenecking, 0.8-0.9 is mild bottlenecking,
and 0.9-1.0 is no bottlenecking. The PBC2 is the ratio of genomic locations with
EXACTLY one read pair over the genomic locations with EXACTLY two read
pairs. The PBC2 should be significantly greater than 1. See more details at the
ENCODE portal standard for ChIP-Seq pipeline

Fragment: read for a single-ended dataset, pair of reads for a paired-ended
dataset
NRF: non redundant fraction
PBC1: PCR Bottleneck coe�cient 1
PBC2: PCR Bottleneck coe�cient 2
PBC1 is the primary measure. Provisionally

• 0-0.5 is severe bottlenecking
• 0.5-0.8 is moderate bottlenecking
• 0.8-0.9 is mild bottlenecking
• 0.9-1.0 is no bottlenecking

Replication quality metrics
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IDR (Irreproducible Discovery Rate) plots

Figure 3: rep1_vs_rep2

Reproducibility QC and peak detection statistics

overlap idr

Nt 122641 38546
77222989981N

N2 100777 23541
Np 125627 41310
N optimal 125627 41310
N conservative 122641 38546
Optimal Set pooled-pr1_vs_pooled-pr2 pooled-pr1_vs_pooled-pr2
Conservative Set rep1_vs_rep2 rep1_vs_rep2
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overlap idr

Rescue Ratio 1.0243474857510946 1.0717065324547295
Self Consistency Ratio 1.1198813188278567 1.0567401355658301

ssapssaptseTytilibicudorpeR

Reproducibility QC

• N1: Replicate 1 self-consistent peaks (comparing two pseudoreplicates
generated by subsampling Rep1 reads)

• N2: Replicate 2 self-consistent peaks (comparing two pseudoreplicates
generated by subsampling Rep2 reads)

• Ni: Replicate i self-consistent peaks (comparing two pseudoreplicates
generated by subsampling RepX reads)

• Nt: True Replicate consistent peaks (comparing true replicates Rep1 vs
Rep2)

• Np: Pooled-pseudoreplicate consistent peaks (comparing two pseudorepli-
cates generated by subsampling pooled reads from Rep1 and Rep2)

• Self-consistency Ratio: max(N1,N2) / min (N1,N2)
• Rescue Ratio: max(Np,Nt) / min (Np,Nt)
• Reproducibility Test: If Self-consistency Ratio >2 AND Rescue Ratio > 2,

then ’Fail’ else ’Pass’

Number of raw peaks

rep1 rep2

Number of peaks 297740 297865

The number of peaks is capped at 300000
Peaks are called from spp with FDR 0.01

Peak calling statistics

Peak region size

rep1 rep2 idr_opt overlap_opt

Min size 125.0 128.0 132.0 132.0
25 percentile 500.0 510.0 530.0 530.0
50 percentile (median) 500.0 510.0 530.0 530.0
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rep1 rep2 idr_opt overlap_opt

75 percentile 500.0 510.0 530.0 530.0
Max size 500.0 622.0 699.0 699.0
Mean 499.8033351246054 508.3971967166334 501.2299443234084 520.3534431292636

Enrichment / Signal-to-noise ratio

Strand cross-correlation measures (trimmed/filtered SE
BAM)

rep1 rep2

Number of Subsampled Reads 15000000 15000000
591002htgneLtnemgarFdetamitsE

Cross-correlation at Estimated Fragment Length 0.139992278274944 0.157206741708368
0857kaePmotnahP

Cross-correlation at Phantom Peak 0.1365393 0.1514315
00510051noitalerroc-ssorCfonimgrA

Minimum of Cross-correlation 0.1272636 0.1355771
NSC (Normalized Strand Cross-correlation coe�.) 1.100018 1.159537
RSC (Relative Strand Cross-correlation coe�.) 1.372257 1.36427

Performed on subsampled (15000000) reads mapped from FASTQs that are
trimmed to 50. Such FASTQ trimming and subsampling are for the cross-
corrleation analysis only and only R1 reads are taken. Untrimmed FASTQs are
used for all the other analyses.

NOTE1: For SE datasets, reads from replicates are randomly subsampled to
15000000.
NOTE2: For PE datasets, the first end (R1) of each read-pair is selected and
trimmed to 50 the reads are then randomly subsampled to 15000000.

• Fragment = read (for single-ended dataset) or pair of reads (for paired-
ended dataset)

• Normalized strand cross-correlation coe�cient (NSC) = col9 in outFile
• Relative strand cross-correlation coe�cient (RSC) = col10 in outFile
• Estimated fragment length = col3 in outFile, take the top value

Jensen-Shannon distance (filtered/deduped BAM)
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Figure 4: rep1-pr1_vs_rep1-pr2
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Figure 5: rep2-pr1_vs_rep2-pr2
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Figure 6: pooled-pr1_vs_pooled-pr2
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Figure 7: rep1

Figure 8: rep2
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Figure 9: idr_opt

Figure 10: overlap_opt
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Figure 11: rep1
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Figure 12: rep2
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rep1 rep2

AUC 0.2371282615079669 0.21467925550186404
Synthetic AUC 0.4903726750264299 0.4899903737083868
X-intercept 0.18381108937977705 0.21559016570475517
Synthetic X-intercept 1.0851081388260754e-91 9.699723142187603e-85
Elbow Point 0.5932834179255508 0.6348295956771977
Synthetic Elbow Point 0.49560897341290727 0.4977948457583587
JS Distance 0.125098486758866 0.16069658641041235
Synthetic JS Distance 0.30301283402723844 0.3302438127922598
% Genome Enriched 29.17651576055003 24.67952948328754
Di�. Enrichment 23.20063834244721 26.35642816235981
CHANCE Divergence 0.19853929990868016 0.22519143891863183

Figure 13:

Peak enrichment

Fraction of reads in peaks (FRiP)

FRiP for spp raw peaks
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rep1 rep2 rep1-pr1 rep2-pr1 rep1-pr2 rep2-pr2 pooled pooled-pr1 pooled-pr2

Fraction of Reads in Peaks 0.2108298990084355 0.24653795393481484 0.22305609990811143 0.2544887063183171 0.22317070832785257 0.25465435073313814 0.219786119841925 0.22740987382689637 0.22756570520031455

FRiP for overlap peaks

rep1_vs_rep2 rep1-pr1_vs_rep1-pr2 rep2-pr1_vs_rep2-pr2 pooled-pr1_vs_pooled-pr2

Fraction of Reads in Peaks 0.1442068870933408 0.1111430261055235 0.1436086808684411 0.14568270144022874

FRiP for IDR peaks

rep1_vs_rep2 rep1-pr1_vs_rep1-pr2 rep2-pr1_vs_rep2-pr2 pooled-pr1_vs_pooled-pr2

Fraction of Reads in Peaks 0.07645113616587536 0.04738257429115329 0.06298162101012693 0.08005512445798411

For spp raw peaks:

• repX: Peak from true replicate X
• repX-prY: Peak from Yth pseudoreplicates from replicate X
• pooled: Peak from pooled true replicates (pool of rep1, rep2, ...)
• pooled-pr1: Peak from 1st pooled pseudo replicate (pool of rep1-pr1,

rep2-pr1, ...)
• pooled-pr2: Peak from 2nd pooled pseudo replicate (pool of rep1-pr2,

rep2-pr2, ...)

For overlap/IDR peaks:

• repX_vs_repY: Comparing two peaks from true replicates X and Y
• repX-pr1_vs_repX-pr2: Comparing two peaks from both pseudoreplicates

from replicate X
• pooled-pr1_vs_pooled-pr2: Comparing two peaks from 1st and 2nd pooled

pseudo replicates
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QC Report

general

Report generated at 2022-02-27 06:52:08
Title RPE1_RB_vs_KO
Description RPE1 RB (endogenous) vs KO (endogenous)
Pipeline version v2.1.4
Pipeline type tf
Genome hg19
Aligner bowtie2
Sequencing endedness {’rep1’: {’paired_end’: False}, ’ctl1’: {’paired_end’: False}}
Peak caller spp

Alignment quality metrics

SAMstat (raw unfiltered BAM)

rep1 ctl1

1122409278763562sdaeRlatoT
Total Reads (QC-failed) 0 0
Duplicate Reads 0 0
Duplicate Reads (QC-failed) 0 0
Mapped Reads 25102543 27234179
Mapped Reads (QC-failed) 0 0
% Mapped Reads 94.6 93.8

00sdaeRderiaP
Paired Reads (QC-failed) 0 0

001daeR
Read1 (QC-failed) 0 0

002daeR
Read2 (QC-failed) 0 0
Properly Paired Reads 0 0
Properly Paired Reads (QC-failed) 0 0
% Properly Paired Reads 0.0 0.0

00flestihtiW
With itself (QC-failed) 0 0

00snotelgniS
Singletons (QC-failed) 0 0

0.00.0notelgniS%
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rep1 ctl1

00smorhC.�iD
Di�. Chroms (QC-failed) 0 0

Marking duplicates (filtered BAM)

rep1 ctl1

Unpaired Reads 21698256 23458607
Paired Reads 0 0
Unmapped Reads 0 0
Unpaired Duplicate Reads 2820056 4472645
Paired Duplicate Reads 0 0
Paired Optical Duplicate Reads 0 0
% Duplicate Reads 12.9967 19.0661

Filtered with samtools flag 1804 (samtools view -F 1804):

• read unmapped (0x4)
• mate unmapped (0x8, for paired-end)
• not primary alignment (0x100)
• read fails platform/vendor quality checks (0x200)
• read is PCR or optical duplicate (0x400)

SAMstat (filtered/deduped BAM)

rep1 ctl1

2695898100287881sdaeRlatoT
Total Reads (QC-failed) 0 0
Duplicate Reads 0 0
Duplicate Reads (QC-failed) 0 0
Mapped Reads 18878200 18985962
Mapped Reads (QC-failed) 0 0
% Mapped Reads 100.0 100.0

00sdaeRderiaP
Paired Reads (QC-failed) 0 0

001daeR
Read1 (QC-failed) 0 0

002daeR
Read2 (QC-failed) 0 0
Properly Paired Reads 0 0
Properly Paired Reads (QC-failed) 0 0
% Properly Paired Reads 0.0 0.0
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rep1 ctl1

00flestihtiW
With itself (QC-failed) 0 0

00snotelgniS
Singletons (QC-failed) 0 0

0.00.0notelgniS%
00smorhC.�iD

Di�. Chroms (QC-failed) 0 0

Filtered and duplicates are removed. Subsampling with chip.subsample_reads
is not done in alignment steps. Nodup BAM is converted into a BED type
(TAGALIGN) later and then TAGALIGN is subsampled with such parameter in
the peak-calling step.

Sequence quality metrics (filtered/deduped BAM)

Figure 1: rep1

Open chromatin assays are known to have significant GC bias. Please take this
into consideration as necessary.
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Library complexity quality metrics

Library complexity (filtered non-mito BAM)

rep1 ctl1

Total Fragments 21629234 23383288
Distinct Fragments 18868278 18982550
Positions with Two Read 2153816 3049296
NRF = Distinct/Total 0.872351 0.8118
PBC1 = OneRead/Distinct 0.871287 0.807319
PBC2 = OneRead/TwoRead 7.632817 5.025744

Mitochondrial reads are filtered out by default. The non-redundant fraction
(NRF) is the fraction of non-redundant mapped reads in a dataset; it is the ratio
between the number of positions in the genome that uniquely mapped reads
map to and the total number of uniquely mappable reads. The NRF should be
> 0.8. The PBC1 is the ratio of genomic locations with EXACTLY one read
pair over the genomic locations with AT LEAST one read pair. PBC1 is the
primary measure, and the PBC1 should be close to 1. Provisionally 0-0.5 is severe
bottlenecking, 0.5-0.8 is moderate bottlenecking, 0.8-0.9 is mild bottlenecking,
and 0.9-1.0 is no bottlenecking. The PBC2 is the ratio of genomic locations with
EXACTLY one read pair over the genomic locations with EXACTLY two read
pairs. The PBC2 should be significantly greater than 1. See more details at the
ENCODE portal standard for ChIP-Seq pipeline

Fragment: read for a single-ended dataset, pair of reads for a paired-ended
dataset
NRF: non redundant fraction
PBC1: PCR Bottleneck coe�cient 1
PBC2: PCR Bottleneck coe�cient 2
PBC1 is the primary measure. Provisionally

• 0-0.5 is severe bottlenecking
• 0.5-0.8 is moderate bottlenecking
• 0.8-0.9 is mild bottlenecking
• 0.9-1.0 is no bottlenecking

Replication quality metrics
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IDR (Irreproducible Discovery Rate) plots

Figure 2: rep1-pr1_vs_rep1-pr2

Reproducibility QC and peak detection statistics

overlap idr

00tN
N1 50089 75

00pN
N optimal 50089 75
N conservative 50089 75
Optimal Set rep1-pr1_vs_rep1-pr2 rep1-pr1_vs_rep1-pr2
Conservative Set rep1-pr1_vs_rep1-pr2 rep1-pr1_vs_rep1-pr2
Rescue Ratio 0.0 0.0
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overlap idr

Self Consistency Ratio 1.0 1.0
Reproducibility Test pass pass

Reproducibility QC

• N1: Replicate 1 self-consistent peaks (comparing two pseudoreplicates
generated by subsampling Rep1 reads)

• N2: Replicate 2 self-consistent peaks (comparing two pseudoreplicates
generated by subsampling Rep2 reads)

• Ni: Replicate i self-consistent peaks (comparing two pseudoreplicates
generated by subsampling RepX reads)

• Nt: True Replicate consistent peaks (comparing true replicates Rep1 vs
Rep2)

• Np: Pooled-pseudoreplicate consistent peaks (comparing two pseudorepli-
cates generated by subsampling pooled reads from Rep1 and Rep2)

• Self-consistency Ratio: max(N1,N2) / min (N1,N2)
• Rescue Ratio: max(Np,Nt) / min (Np,Nt)
• Reproducibility Test: If Self-consistency Ratio >2 AND Rescue Ratio > 2,

then ’Fail’ else ’Pass’

Number of raw peaks

rep1

Number of peaks 297844

The number of peaks is capped at 300000
Peaks are called from spp with FDR 0.01

Peak calling statistics

Peak region size

rep1 idr_opt overlap_opt

Min size 333.0 333.0 333.0
25 percentile 680.0 680.0 680.0
50 percentile (median) 680.0 680.0 680.0
75 percentile 680.0 680.0 680.0
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rep1 idr_opt overlap_opt

Max size 680.0 680.0 680.0
Mean 679.9988349605834 675.3733333333333 679.9930723312503

Enrichment / Signal-to-noise ratio

Strand cross-correlation measures (trimmed/filtered SE
BAM)

rep1

Number of Subsampled Reads 15000000
531htgneLtnemgarFdetamitsE

Cross-correlation at Estimated Fragment Length 0.149775092491498
05kaePmotnahP

Cross-correlation at Phantom Peak 0.1518496
0051noitalerroc-ssorCfonimgrA

Minimum of Cross-correlation 0.14829
NSC (Normalized Strand Cross-correlation coe�.) 1.010015
RSC (Relative Strand Cross-correlation coe�.) 0.4172032

Performed on subsampled (15000000) reads mapped from FASTQs that are
trimmed to 50. Such FASTQ trimming and subsampling are for the cross-
corrleation analysis only and only R1 reads are taken. Untrimmed FASTQs are
used for all the other analyses.

NOTE1: For SE datasets, reads from replicates are randomly subsampled to
15000000.
NOTE2: For PE datasets, the first end (R1) of each read-pair is selected and
trimmed to 50 the reads are then randomly subsampled to 15000000.

• Fragment = read (for single-ended dataset) or pair of reads (for paired-
ended dataset)

• Normalized strand cross-correlation coe�cient (NSC) = col9 in outFile
• Relative strand cross-correlation coe�cient (RSC) = col10 in outFile
• Estimated fragment length = col3 in outFile, take the top value

Jensen-Shannon distance (filtered/deduped BAM)
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Figure 3: rep1

Figure 4: idr_opt
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Figure 5: overlap_opt

rep1

AUC 0.28243624886572977
Synthetic AUC 0.48850081253801425
X-intercept 0.1596682685289065
Synthetic X-intercept 5.917041555419714e-64
Elbow Point 0.5864755631015732
Synthetic Elbow Point 0.5018818942195444
JS Distance 0.01404160826691903
Synthetic JS Distance 0.2212498796361333
% Genome Enriched 37.376185648034266
Di�. Enrichment 18.49360910764909
CHANCE Divergence 0.16015757987905568

Peak enrichment

Fraction of reads in peaks (FRiP)

FRiP for spp raw peaks

rep1 rep1-pr1 rep1-pr2

Fraction of Reads in Peaks 0.12090580669767245 0.14209299615429438 0.13721859075547457
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FRiP for overlap peaks

rep1-pr1_vs_rep1-pr2

Fraction of Reads in Peaks 0.02333124980135818

FRiP for IDR peaks

rep1-pr1_vs_rep1-pr2

Fraction of Reads in Peaks 0.00011325232278501128

For spp raw peaks:

• repX: Peak from true replicate X
• repX-prY: Peak from Yth pseudoreplicates from replicate X
• pooled: Peak from pooled true replicates (pool of rep1, rep2, ...)

Figure 6: rep1
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Figure 7:

• pooled-pr1: Peak from 1st pooled pseudo replicate (pool of rep1-pr1,
rep2-pr1, ...)

• pooled-pr2: Peak from 2nd pooled pseudo replicate (pool of rep1-pr2,
rep2-pr2, ...)

For overlap/IDR peaks:

• repX_vs_repY: Comparing two peaks from true replicates X and Y
• repX-pr1_vs_repX-pr2: Comparing two peaks from both pseudoreplicates

from replicate X
• pooled-pr1_vs_pooled-pr2: Comparing two peaks from 1st and 2nd pooled

pseudo replicates
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QC Report

general

Report generated at 2022-03-01 01:04:17
Title BJ_RB_vs_INPUT
Description BJ RB (dCDK+WT) vs INPUT (dCDK+WT)
Pipeline version v2.1.4
Pipeline type tf
Genome hg19
Aligner bowtie2
Sequencing endedness {’rep1’: {’paired_end’: True}, ’rep2’: {’paired_end’: True}, ’ctl1’: {’paired_end’: True}, ’ctl2’: {’paired_end’: True}}
Peak caller spp

Alignment quality metrics

SAMstat (raw unfiltered BAM)

rep1 rep2 ctl1 ctl2

67626038658313070816284643368807sdaeRlatoT
Total Reads (QC-failed) 0 0 0 0
Duplicate Reads 0 0 0 0
Duplicate Reads (QC-failed) 0 0 0 0
Mapped Reads 65544769 52003379 64684057 73881334
Mapped Reads (QC-failed) 0 0 0 0
% Mapped Reads 92.5 80.2 92.0 88.9

67626038658313070816284643368807sdaeRderiaP
Paired Reads (QC-failed) 0 0 0 0

833135148296515309031423761344531daeR
Read1 (QC-failed) 0 0 0 0

833135148296515309031423761344532daeR
Read2 (QC-failed) 0 0 0 0
Properly Paired Reads 57442836 42143682 54455424 60844298
Properly Paired Reads (QC-failed) 0 0 0 0
% Properly Paired Reads 81.0 65.0 77.4 73.3

82056727236588368257821501308646flestihtiW
With itself (QC-failed) 0 0 0 0

6036111524897158517954468snotelgniS
Singletons (QC-failed) 0 0 0 0

3.19999999999999990.19999999999999990.12.1notelgniS%
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rep1 rep2 ctl1 ctl2

39073249321669105242smorhC.�iD
Di�. Chroms (QC-failed) 0 0 0 0

Marking duplicates (filtered BAM)

rep1 rep2 ctl1 ctl2

Unpaired Reads 0 0 0 0
Paired Reads 25852474 19168296 24334099 27264431
Unmapped Reads 0 0 0 0
Unpaired Duplicate Reads 0 0 0 0
Paired Duplicate Reads 11917490 16741318 9387246 11622283
Paired Optical Duplicate Reads 506773 489145 448823 834006
% Duplicate Reads 46.098099999999995 87.3386 38.5765 42.628

Filtered with samtools flag 1804 (samtools view -F 1804):

• read unmapped (0x4)
• mate unmapped (0x8, for paired-end)
• not primary alignment (0x100)
• read fails platform/vendor quality checks (0x200)
• read is PCR or optical duplicate (0x400)

SAMstat (filtered/deduped BAM)

rep1 rep2 ctl1 ctl2

6924821360739892659358486996872sdaeRlatoT
Total Reads (QC-failed) 0 0 0 0
Duplicate Reads 0 0 0 0
Duplicate Reads (QC-failed) 0 0 0 0
Mapped Reads 27869968 4853956 29893706 31284296
Mapped Reads (QC-failed) 0 0 0 0
% Mapped Reads 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

6924821360739892659358486996872sdaeRderiaP
Paired Reads (QC-failed) 0 0 0 0

84124651358649418796242489439311daeR
Read1 (QC-failed) 0 0 0 0

84124651358649418796242489439312daeR
Read2 (QC-failed) 0 0 0 0
Properly Paired Reads 27869968 4853956 29893706 31284296
Properly Paired Reads (QC-failed) 0 0 0 0
% Properly Paired Reads 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
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rep1 rep2 ctl1 ctl2

6924821360739892659358486996872flestihtiW
With itself (QC-failed) 0 0 0 0

0000snotelgniS
Singletons (QC-failed) 0 0 0 0

0.00.00.00.0notelgniS%
0000smorhC.�iD

Di�. Chroms (QC-failed) 0 0 0 0

Filtered and duplicates are removed. Subsampling with chip.subsample_reads
is not done in alignment steps. Nodup BAM is converted into a BED type
(TAGALIGN) later and then TAGALIGN is subsampled with such parameter in
the peak-calling step.

Sequence quality metrics (filtered/deduped BAM)

Figure 1: rep1

Open chromatin assays are known to have significant GC bias. Please take this
into consideration as necessary.
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Figure 2: rep2
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Library complexity quality metrics

Library complexity (filtered non-mito BAM)

rep1 rep2 ctl1 ctl2

Total Fragments 25808922 19116144 24244209 27172209
Distinct Fragments 13909754 2419924 14888805 15586946
Positions with Two Read 3714847 196717 3759894 3969119
NRF = Distinct/Total 0.538951 0.126591 0.614118 0.573636
PBC1 = OneRead/Distinct 0.513965 0.112729 0.598121 0.561804
PBC2 = OneRead/TwoRead 1.924474 1.386738 2.368499 2.206233

Mitochondrial reads are filtered out by default. The non-redundant fraction
(NRF) is the fraction of non-redundant mapped reads in a dataset; it is the ratio
between the number of positions in the genome that uniquely mapped reads
map to and the total number of uniquely mappable reads. The NRF should be
> 0.8. The PBC1 is the ratio of genomic locations with EXACTLY one read
pair over the genomic locations with AT LEAST one read pair. PBC1 is the
primary measure, and the PBC1 should be close to 1. Provisionally 0-0.5 is severe
bottlenecking, 0.5-0.8 is moderate bottlenecking, 0.8-0.9 is mild bottlenecking,
and 0.9-1.0 is no bottlenecking. The PBC2 is the ratio of genomic locations with
EXACTLY one read pair over the genomic locations with EXACTLY two read
pairs. The PBC2 should be significantly greater than 1. See more details at the
ENCODE portal standard for ChIP-Seq pipeline

Fragment: read for a single-ended dataset, pair of reads for a paired-ended
dataset
NRF: non redundant fraction
PBC1: PCR Bottleneck coe�cient 1
PBC2: PCR Bottleneck coe�cient 2
PBC1 is the primary measure. Provisionally

• 0-0.5 is severe bottlenecking
• 0.5-0.8 is moderate bottlenecking
• 0.8-0.9 is mild bottlenecking
• 0.9-1.0 is no bottlenecking

Replication quality metrics
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IDR (Irreproducible Discovery Rate) plots

Figure 3: rep1_vs_rep2

Reproducibility QC and peak detection statistics

overlap idr

9392122308tN
12591370781N

569131022N
9064290589pN
9064290589lamitpoN
9392122308evitavresnocN

Optimal Set pooled-pr1_vs_pooled-pr2 pooled-pr1_vs_pooled-pr2
Conservative Set rep1_vs_rep2 rep1_vs_rep2
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overlap idr

Rescue Ratio 1.2264261348074001 1.9019244145606307
Self Consistency Ratio 4.3253191595052405 20.229015544041452
Reproducibility Test borderline borderline

Reproducibility QC

• N1: Replicate 1 self-consistent peaks (comparing two pseudoreplicates
generated by subsampling Rep1 reads)

• N2: Replicate 2 self-consistent peaks (comparing two pseudoreplicates
generated by subsampling Rep2 reads)

• Ni: Replicate i self-consistent peaks (comparing two pseudoreplicates
generated by subsampling RepX reads)

• Nt: True Replicate consistent peaks (comparing true replicates Rep1 vs
Rep2)

• Np: Pooled-pseudoreplicate consistent peaks (comparing two pseudorepli-
cates generated by subsampling pooled reads from Rep1 and Rep2)

• Self-consistency Ratio: max(N1,N2) / min (N1,N2)
• Rescue Ratio: max(Np,Nt) / min (Np,Nt)
• Reproducibility Test: If Self-consistency Ratio >2 AND Rescue Ratio > 2,

then ’Fail’ else ’Pass’

Number of raw peaks

rep1 rep2

Number of peaks 297803 276093

The number of peaks is capped at 300000
Peaks are called from spp with FDR 0.01

Peak calling statistics

Peak region size

rep1 rep2 idr_opt overlap_opt

Min size 106.0 79.0 112.0 112.0
25 percentile 424.0 316.0 450.0 450.0
50 percentile (median) 424.0 316.0 450.0 450.0
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rep1 rep2 idr_opt overlap_opt

75 percentile 424.0 316.0 450.0 450.0
Max size 685.0 332.0 751.0 751.0
Mean 422.9932572875357 315.96079219683224 427.19244991669717 444.10799013288124

Enrichment / Signal-to-noise ratio

Strand cross-correlation measures (trimmed/filtered SE
BAM)

rep1 rep2

Number of Subsampled Reads 15000000 15000000
551012htgneLtnemgarFdetamitsE

Cross-correlation at Estimated Fragment Length 0.114669149318952 0.0354058172483062
0505kaePmotnahP

Cross-correlation at Phantom Peak 0.114526 0.03633822
00510051noitalerroc-ssorCfonimgrA

Minimum of Cross-correlation 0.1046381 0.02898301
NSC (Normalized Strand Cross-correlation coe�.) 1.095864 1.221606
RSC (Relative Strand Cross-correlation coe�.) 1.014474 0.8732326

Performed on subsampled (15000000) reads mapped from FASTQs that are
trimmed to 50. Such FASTQ trimming and subsampling are for the cross-
corrleation analysis only and only R1 reads are taken. Untrimmed FASTQs are
used for all the other analyses.

NOTE1: For SE datasets, reads from replicates are randomly subsampled to
15000000.
NOTE2: For PE datasets, the first end (R1) of each read-pair is selected and
trimmed to 50 the reads are then randomly subsampled to 15000000.

• Fragment = read (for single-ended dataset) or pair of reads (for paired-
ended dataset)

• Normalized strand cross-correlation coe�cient (NSC) = col9 in outFile
• Relative strand cross-correlation coe�cient (RSC) = col10 in outFile
• Estimated fragment length = col3 in outFile, take the top value

Jensen-Shannon distance (filtered/deduped BAM)
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Figure 4: rep1-pr1_vs_rep1-pr2
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Figure 5: rep2-pr1_vs_rep2-pr2
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Figure 6: pooled-pr1_vs_pooled-pr2
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Figure 7: rep1

Figure 8: rep2
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Figure 9: idr_opt

Figure 10: overlap_opt
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Figure 11: rep1
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Figure 12: rep2
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2per1per

AUC 0.23836920010811788 0.10751452299163146
Synthetic AUC 0.494499265772854 0.48682038133844663
X-intercept 0.17040500435961636 0.6334062602490981
Synthetic X-intercept 1.0167129659330413e-283 1.818678056239704e-48
Elbow Point 0.6218632760317092 0.7011762964859093
Synthetic Elbow Point 0.5087196065146438 0.49962976961509753
JS Distance 0.12318864361080384 0.12328357525224534
Synthetic JS Distance 0.3228130439918083 0.30386618990138387
% Genome Enriched 31.864195950756333 28.986249210069513
Di�. Enrichment 25.11742090480933 59.25341901380773
CHANCE Divergence 0.2158903947239239 0.5694106977410999

Figure 13:

Peak enrichment

Fraction of reads in peaks (FRiP)

FRiP for spp raw peaks
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rep1 rep2 rep1-pr1 rep2-pr1 rep1-pr2 rep2-pr2 pooled pooled-pr1 pooled-pr2

Fraction of Reads in Peaks 0.22600126415645688 0.33945445735396035 0.24378198066104703 0.24168410261650497 0.24387778270861307 0.24200219367460274 0.23147908545442167 0.2433531504351373 0.2434976930028318

FRiP for overlap peaks

rep1_vs_rep2 rep1-pr1_vs_rep1-pr2 rep2-pr1_vs_rep2-pr2 pooled-pr1_vs_pooled-pr2

Fraction of Reads in Peaks 0.11297972700339971 0.11740835152735016 0.06849196820078303 0.1314647962145371

FRiP for IDR peaks

rep1_vs_rep2 rep1-pr1_vs_rep1-pr2 rep2-pr1_vs_rep2-pr2 pooled-pr1_vs_pooled-pr2

Fraction of Reads in Peaks 0.036102516311919075 0.04586521233178309 0.008163856450285088 0.056809446202111945

For spp raw peaks:

• repX: Peak from true replicate X
• repX-prY: Peak from Yth pseudoreplicates from replicate X
• pooled: Peak from pooled true replicates (pool of rep1, rep2, ...)
• pooled-pr1: Peak from 1st pooled pseudo replicate (pool of rep1-pr1,

rep2-pr1, ...)
• pooled-pr2: Peak from 2nd pooled pseudo replicate (pool of rep1-pr2,

rep2-pr2, ...)

For overlap/IDR peaks:

• repX_vs_repY: Comparing two peaks from true replicates X and Y
• repX-pr1_vs_repX-pr2: Comparing two peaks from both pseudoreplicates

from replicate X
• pooled-pr1_vs_pooled-pr2: Comparing two peaks from 1st and 2nd pooled

pseudo replicates
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QC Report

general

Report generated at 2022-03-01 10:38:54
Title MCF10A_RB_vs_INPUT
Description MCF10A RB (dCDK+WT) vs INPUT (dCDK+WT)
Pipeline version v2.1.4
Pipeline type tf
Genome hg19
Aligner bowtie2
Sequencing endedness {’rep1’: {’paired_end’: False}, ’rep2’: {’paired_end’: False}, ’ctl1’: {’paired_end’: False}, ’ctl2’: {’paired_end’: False}}
Peak caller spp

Alignment quality metrics

SAMstat (raw unfiltered BAM)

rep1 rep2 ctl1 ctl2

20813132103089627013416254203852sdaeRlatoT
Total Reads (QC-failed) 0 0 0 0
Duplicate Reads 0 0 0 0
Duplicate Reads (QC-failed) 0 0 0 0
Mapped Reads 25010547 25317241 26238808 22505236
Mapped Reads (QC-failed) 0 0 0 0
% Mapped Reads 96.8 96.8 97.3 97.3

0000sdaeRderiaP
Paired Reads (QC-failed) 0 0 0 0

00001daeR
Read1 (QC-failed) 0 0 0 0

00002daeR
Read2 (QC-failed) 0 0 0 0
Properly Paired Reads 0 0 0 0
Properly Paired Reads (QC-failed) 0 0 0 0
% Properly Paired Reads 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

0000flestihtiW
With itself (QC-failed) 0 0 0 0

0000snotelgniS
Singletons (QC-failed) 0 0 0 0

0.00.00.00.0notelgniS%
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rep1 rep2 ctl1 ctl2

0000smorhC.�iD
Di�. Chroms (QC-failed) 0 0 0 0

Marking duplicates (filtered BAM)

rep1 rep2 ctl1 ctl2

Unpaired Reads 21303022 21587472 22346142 19167111
Paired Reads 0 0 0 0
Unmapped Reads 0 0 0 0
Unpaired Duplicate Reads 2351818 2521394 2064059 1765614
Paired Duplicate Reads 0 0 0 0
Paired Optical Duplicate Reads 0 0 0 0
% Duplicate Reads 11.0398 11.6799 9.2368 9.2117

Filtered with samtools flag 1804 (samtools view -F 1804):

• read unmapped (0x4)
• mate unmapped (0x8, for paired-end)
• not primary alignment (0x100)
• read fails platform/vendor quality checks (0x200)
• read is PCR or optical duplicate (0x400)

SAMstat (filtered/deduped BAM)

rep1 rep2 ctl1 ctl2

79410471380282028706609140215981sdaeRlatoT
Total Reads (QC-failed) 0 0 0 0
Duplicate Reads 0 0 0 0
Duplicate Reads (QC-failed) 0 0 0 0
Mapped Reads 18951204 19066078 20282083 17401497
Mapped Reads (QC-failed) 0 0 0 0
% Mapped Reads 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

0000sdaeRderiaP
Paired Reads (QC-failed) 0 0 0 0

00001daeR
Read1 (QC-failed) 0 0 0 0

00002daeR
Read2 (QC-failed) 0 0 0 0
Properly Paired Reads 0 0 0 0
Properly Paired Reads (QC-failed) 0 0 0 0
% Properly Paired Reads 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
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rep1 rep2 ctl1 ctl2

0000flestihtiW
With itself (QC-failed) 0 0 0 0

0000snotelgniS
Singletons (QC-failed) 0 0 0 0

0.00.00.00.0notelgniS%
0000smorhC.�iD

Di�. Chroms (QC-failed) 0 0 0 0

Filtered and duplicates are removed. Subsampling with chip.subsample_reads
is not done in alignment steps. Nodup BAM is converted into a BED type
(TAGALIGN) later and then TAGALIGN is subsampled with such parameter in
the peak-calling step.

Sequence quality metrics (filtered/deduped BAM)

Figure 1: rep1

Open chromatin assays are known to have significant GC bias. Please take this
into consideration as necessary.
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Figure 2: rep2
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Library complexity quality metrics

Library complexity (filtered non-mito BAM)

rep1 rep2 ctl1 ctl2

Total Fragments 21233675 21455461 22199042 18961810
Distinct Fragments 18939003 19052626 20266275 17384098
Positions with Two Read 1847116 1919311 1607166 1322037
NRF = Distinct/Total 0.891932 0.888008 0.912935 0.916795
PBC1 = OneRead/Distinct 0.892091 0.888072 0.913964 0.917786
PBC2 = OneRead/TwoRead 9.146863 8.815717 11.525033 12.068413

Mitochondrial reads are filtered out by default. The non-redundant fraction
(NRF) is the fraction of non-redundant mapped reads in a dataset; it is the ratio
between the number of positions in the genome that uniquely mapped reads
map to and the total number of uniquely mappable reads. The NRF should be
> 0.8. The PBC1 is the ratio of genomic locations with EXACTLY one read
pair over the genomic locations with AT LEAST one read pair. PBC1 is the
primary measure, and the PBC1 should be close to 1. Provisionally 0-0.5 is severe
bottlenecking, 0.5-0.8 is moderate bottlenecking, 0.8-0.9 is mild bottlenecking,
and 0.9-1.0 is no bottlenecking. The PBC2 is the ratio of genomic locations with
EXACTLY one read pair over the genomic locations with EXACTLY two read
pairs. The PBC2 should be significantly greater than 1. See more details at the
ENCODE portal standard for ChIP-Seq pipeline

Fragment: read for a single-ended dataset, pair of reads for a paired-ended
dataset
NRF: non redundant fraction
PBC1: PCR Bottleneck coe�cient 1
PBC2: PCR Bottleneck coe�cient 2
PBC1 is the primary measure. Provisionally

• 0-0.5 is severe bottlenecking
• 0.5-0.8 is moderate bottlenecking
• 0.8-0.9 is mild bottlenecking
• 0.9-1.0 is no bottlenecking

Replication quality metrics
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IDR (Irreproducible Discovery Rate) plots

Figure 3: rep1_vs_rep2

Reproducibility QC and peak detection statistics

overlap idr

Nt 56108 2420
N1 43780 1100
N2 40638 866
Np 56092 2460
N optimal 56108 2460
N conservative 56108 2420
Optimal Set rep1_vs_rep2 pooled-pr1_vs_pooled-pr2
Conservative Set rep1_vs_rep2 rep1_vs_rep2
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overlap idr

Rescue Ratio 1.0002852456678315 1.0165289256198347
Self Consistency Ratio 1.0773167970864708 1.2702078521939955
Reproducibility Test pass pass

Reproducibility QC

• N1: Replicate 1 self-consistent peaks (comparing two pseudoreplicates
generated by subsampling Rep1 reads)

• N2: Replicate 2 self-consistent peaks (comparing two pseudoreplicates
generated by subsampling Rep2 reads)

• Ni: Replicate i self-consistent peaks (comparing two pseudoreplicates
generated by subsampling RepX reads)

• Nt: True Replicate consistent peaks (comparing true replicates Rep1 vs
Rep2)

• Np: Pooled-pseudoreplicate consistent peaks (comparing two pseudorepli-
cates generated by subsampling pooled reads from Rep1 and Rep2)

• Self-consistency Ratio: max(N1,N2) / min (N1,N2)
• Rescue Ratio: max(Np,Nt) / min (Np,Nt)
• Reproducibility Test: If Self-consistency Ratio >2 AND Rescue Ratio > 2,

then ’Fail’ else ’Pass’

Number of raw peaks

rep1 rep2

Number of peaks 297635 297750

The number of peaks is capped at 300000
Peaks are called from spp with FDR 0.01

Peak calling statistics

Peak region size

rep1 rep2 idr_opt overlap_opt

Min size 166.0 156.0 162.0 162.0
25 percentile 650.0 624.0 650.0 650.0
50 percentile (median) 650.0 624.0 650.0 650.0
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rep1 rep2 idr_opt overlap_opt

75 percentile 650.0 624.0 650.0 650.0
Max size 650.0 624.0 650.0 650.0
Mean 649.986107144657 623.9940554156171 644.9873983739838 649.7802274185499

Enrichment / Signal-to-noise ratio

Strand cross-correlation measures (trimmed/filtered SE
BAM)

rep1 rep2

Number of Subsampled Reads 15000000 15000000
59571htgneLtnemgarFdetamitsE

Cross-correlation at Estimated Fragment Length 0.152098326883419 0.151403289246045
0505kaePmotnahP

Cross-correlation at Phantom Peak 0.1538487 0.1532329
00510051noitalerroc-ssorCfonimgrA

Minimum of Cross-correlation 0.1505453 0.1500863
NSC (Normalized Strand Cross-correlation coe�.) 1.010316 1.008775
RSC (Relative Strand Cross-correlation coe�.) 0.4701397 0.4185582

Performed on subsampled (15000000) reads mapped from FASTQs that are
trimmed to 50. Such FASTQ trimming and subsampling are for the cross-
corrleation analysis only and only R1 reads are taken. Untrimmed FASTQs are
used for all the other analyses.

NOTE1: For SE datasets, reads from replicates are randomly subsampled to
15000000.
NOTE2: For PE datasets, the first end (R1) of each read-pair is selected and
trimmed to 50 the reads are then randomly subsampled to 15000000.

• Fragment = read (for single-ended dataset) or pair of reads (for paired-
ended dataset)

• Normalized strand cross-correlation coe�cient (NSC) = col9 in outFile
• Relative strand cross-correlation coe�cient (RSC) = col10 in outFile
• Estimated fragment length = col3 in outFile, take the top value

Jensen-Shannon distance (filtered/deduped BAM)
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Figure 4: rep1-pr1_vs_rep1-pr2
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Figure 5: rep2-pr1_vs_rep2-pr2
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Figure 6: pooled-pr1_vs_pooled-pr2
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Figure 7: rep1

Figure 8: rep2
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Figure 9: idr_opt

Figure 10: overlap_opt
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Figure 11: rep1
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Figure 12: rep2
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rep1 rep2

AUC 0.28562498116680657 0.28648047759262013
Synthetic AUC 0.4885255985025997 0.4885578674157072
X-intercept 0.15456870709119017 0.15415874234815805
Synthetic X-intercept 3.107267611432814e-64 1.3303654532458062e-64
Elbow Point 0.5852196711082847 0.5823319194549269
Synthetic Elbow Point 0.5132780396610942 0.5179593692700115
JS Distance 0.029732883890594947 0.025688289767344257
Synthetic JS Distance 0.21934331597199003 0.2180584868083998
% Genome Enriched 37.687958835540144 37.32399013684823
Di�. Enrichment 18.756419998650937 18.606588716165
CHANCE Divergence 0.16219737097086018 0.16064220447770533

Figure 13:

Peak enrichment

Fraction of reads in peaks (FRiP)

FRiP for spp raw peaks
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rep1 rep2 rep1-pr1 rep2-pr1 rep1-pr2 rep2-pr2 pooled pooled-pr1 pooled-pr2

Fraction of Reads in Peaks 0.1234269864859246 0.11551683571209559 0.14064879466233385 0.13411620365761642 0.1428878080780514 0.13291113148703157 0.109053061710198 0.11975795639467335 0.12095262359892009

FRiP for overlap peaks

rep1_vs_rep2 rep1-pr1_vs_rep1-pr2 rep2-pr1_vs_rep2-pr2 pooled-pr1_vs_pooled-pr2

Fraction of Reads in Peaks 0.026324817223914113 0.0237336371873787 0.020110166338352334 0.02613156300863381

FRiP for IDR peaks

rep1_vs_rep2 rep1-pr1_vs_rep1-pr2 rep2-pr1_vs_rep2-pr2 pooled-pr1_vs_pooled-pr2

Fraction of Reads in Peaks 0.003100379453744221 0.0017861134311044301 0.0013622098892074185 0.003151803435079867

For spp raw peaks:

• repX: Peak from true replicate X
• repX-prY: Peak from Yth pseudoreplicates from replicate X
• pooled: Peak from pooled true replicates (pool of rep1, rep2, ...)
• pooled-pr1: Peak from 1st pooled pseudo replicate (pool of rep1-pr1,

rep2-pr1, ...)
• pooled-pr2: Peak from 2nd pooled pseudo replicate (pool of rep1-pr2,

rep2-pr2, ...)

For overlap/IDR peaks:

• repX_vs_repY: Comparing two peaks from true replicates X and Y
• repX-pr1_vs_repX-pr2: Comparing two peaks from both pseudoreplicates

from replicate X
• pooled-pr1_vs_pooled-pr2: Comparing two peaks from 1st and 2nd pooled

pseudo replicates
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DATA S2 – Related to Figure 1 and Discussion. 

 
 
Our RB ChIP-Seq data compared with published RB ChIP-Seq data from mouse cells (Ishak et al. 
2016) and from human cells (Chicas et al. 2010). (A) The Chicas dataset (WT RB from quiescent 
IMR90 cells, blue) and Sanidas dataset (WT RB from RPE1 cells, red) show a robust enrichment of RB 
ChIP-Seq reads in the vicinity of transcription start sites (TSS), but the Ishak dataset (WT Rb from mouse 
fibroblasts, green) shows no enrichment of reads at TSS (left panel). All three datasets show no 
enrichment at LINE1 repeat elements (right panel). (B) Integrated Genome Viewer (IGV) screenshots of 
the promoter regions of four E2F target genes (CCNE2, MCM3, PCNA and LIG1). The Ishak paper (Fig. 
1E) reported a peak at the Ccne2 promoter in the wild-type cells ("Rb_WT", top row), but inspection of 
the raw reads reveals that this "peak" is merely a set of duplicate reads representing a single library 
fragment. The other three promoters showed single reads or none at all. Ishak et al. inappropriately forced 
MACS2 to include duplicate reads in its peak calls by specifying the parameter "--keep-dup all", yielding 
a total of 424,588 peaks in the Rb-WT arrested cells. Repeating the analysis without this parameter 
reduced the number of peaks called to 111, with 0 of these located in promoters. The Ishak paper also 
analyzed cells with the RB gene knocked out ("Rb_KO", second row). In each case, the knockout cells 
showed more reads than the wild-type cells. The Chicas and Sanidas data (third and fourth rows) showed 
robust peaks at each of these four promoters. (C) Four examples of LINE1 repeat elements. The Ishak 
paper (Fig. 1G) reported two peaks in an L1_Mus1 element (top row), but these "peaks" are again just 
collections of duplicate reads representing a single library fragment. This is also true for the other 
examples shown. The Ishak Rb-knockout cells (second row) show comparable signal in these same 
LINE1 elements. The Chicas and Sanidas data (third and fourth rows) show no enrichment of reads in 
LINE1 elements at the homologous positions in the human genome. (D) The Ishak paper (Fig. 2C) 

A

B

C

D

E

F



reported robust signal at LINE1 elements in the Rb-wild type cells ("WT") but not in the Rb-knockout 
cells ("KO") or in cells expressing only Rb with the F832A mutant that is said to be defective for 
recruiting to repetitive sequences ("SS"). However, there is actually comparable signal in all three cell 
lines. The reason for the signal being absent in the KO and SS cells is that the WT "peaks" are very small, 
the size of a single read or a single fragment (pair of reads), and thus they do not coincide exactly with the 
positions of the "peaks" from the KO or SS samples, which similarly represent just single library reads or 
fragments. (E) Similar analysis to panel (D), except using peaks that were called in the SS sample. Now it 
appears that there is signal in the SS cells but not in the WT or KO cells, but this is simply because the 
peaks don't exactly line up. (F) Similar analysis for KO cells shows the same result for this sample: there 
are KO-specific "peaks" that don't exactly coincide with the "peaks" from WT or SS cells. Based on these 
observations, we conclude that the RB peaks reported in the Ishak et al. paper are not genuine peaks and 
that their data cannot be used to draw any conclusions about the position of RB-bound chromatin loci. 



 

Table S10: List of the oligonucleotides that have been used in this study. Related to Figures 3 and 4. 
 
Primers for cloning in pENTR/D-TOPO 

 Forward (5’ to 3’) Reverse (5’ to 3’) 
A-FOS with N-terminal HA-tag CACCATGTATCCTTACGAC

GTGCCCGATTATGCCCATA
TGGCTAGCATGACTGGTGG
AC 

TTAATCAGGGATCTTGCAGGC
AG 

DNDP1 with N-terminal HA-
tag 

CACCATGTATCCTTACGAC
GTGCCCGATTATGCCGTGC
AGAGGAAAGGGACCACTTC 

TCAGTCGTCCTCGTCATTCTCG 

 
Real Time RT-PCR primers; MGH PrimerBank database 

 Forward (5’ to 3’) Reverse (5’ to 3’) 
EGFR 
(PrimerBank ID: 41327735c1) 

AGGCACGAGTAACAAGCTC
AC 

ATGAGGACATAACCAGCCAC
C 

TGFBR2  
(PrimerBank ID: 
133908633c1) 

GTAGCTCTGATGAGTGCAA
TGAC 

CAGATATGGCAACTCCCAGT
G 

MYC  
(PrimerBank ID: 
239582723c1) 

GGCTCCTGGCAAAAGGTCA CTGCGTAGTTGTGCTGATGT 

TNFRSF1A (PrimerBank ID: 
301336149c2) 

AACGAGTGTGTCTCCTGTA
GT 

GGAGTAGAGCTTGGACTTCC
AC 

DUSP6 (PrimerBank ID: 
42764682c1) 

GAAATGGCGATCAGCAAGA
CG 

CGACGACTCGTATAGCTCCTG 

EPHA2 (PrimerBank ID: 
296010835c3) 

ACTACGGCACCAACTTCCA
G 

GTAGAAGCCTTTGCGGGTGA 

PLCE1 (PrimerBank ID: 
117168249c1) 

GCTTCTTAACACGGGACTT
GG 

CTTCAAGGGCATTGTGCTCTC 

STK3 (PrimerBank ID: 
372622372c1) 

CTTTGGTCCGATGATTTCAC
CG 

GGATGCTGTAAAAGTTGTGTT
GC 

KLF4 (PrimerBank ID: 
194248076c1) 

CCCACATGAAGCGACTTCC
C 

CAGGTCCAGGAGATCGTTGA
A 

ACTB 
(PrimerBank ID: 4501885a1) 

CATGTACGTTGCTATCCAG
GC 

CTCCTTAATGTCACGCACGAT 

GAPDH TTCGACAGTCAGCCGCATCTTCTT CAGGCGCCCAATACGACCAAATC 
 
  



 

ChIP-qPCR primers 
 Forward (5’ to 3’) Reverse (5’ to 3’) 
RBL1 promoter TGGATGACAACACGTCCCG CACGGCCCCCGACTTC 
PCNA promoter CTGGCTGCTGCGCGA CACCACCCGCTTTGTGACT 
chr2 enhancer ACAACTGACCCCAAAAGCCA TGGGGCTTTGTGTCATCCTG 
chr19 enhancer AGCTGTGTATTCCCAGTGGC GACAGTCTGGGAACAGAGCC 

 



Methods S1

PanChIP manual v3.0.10. Related to Figure 5 and Star Methods. 
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1. Getting started. 
 
PanChIP is a pan-ChIP-seq analysis algorithm for peak sets. The primary goal of the software is 
to accurately describe the protein binding characteristics of a given peak set by comparing the 
input dataset to the library of thousands of ChIP-seq experiments that are publicly available. The 
PanChIP source code can be downloaded from our GitHub repository. The current version of 
PanChIP supports the hg38 genome assembly. 

 
 

1.1. Installation.  
 

PanChIP is a python- and bash-based software and has been tested in UNIX-based systems. 
The installation of the software is done through the Python Package Index (PyPI). 
 
Ubuntu. 

$ sudo apt-get update 
$ sudo apt-get install python3 python3-pip 
$ pip3 install panchip 

 
Red Hat, CentOS, Fedora. 

$ sudo yum update 
$ sudo yum install python3 python3-pip 
$ pip3 install panchip 
 
 

1.1.1. Troubleshooting. 
 
PanChIP is designed for python 3 and is incompatible with python 2. Installation of 
PanChIP through the python 2 version of pip would thus generate compilation errors 
arising from the difference in the grammar between the two versions of python. 
 
If the user accidentally installed PanChIP through the python 2 version of pip, the user 
can resolve the issue by uninstalling the python2-pip and python3-pip versions of 
PanChIP and reinstalling the python3-pip version of PanChIP. 
 
UNIX. 

$ pip2 uninstall panchip & pip3 uninstall panchip 
$ pip3 install panchip 

 
PanChIP has the following dependencies: argparse, gdown, pandas, scipy, bedtools. 
 
If each python package dependency is not satisfied, python3-pip would automatically 
install the dependency during the installation of PanChIP. However, bedtools is written in 
C++ and should be preinstalled. If the user encounters dependency errors while 
compiling PanChIP, the user can download the dependencies individually. 
 

https://github.com/hanjunlee21/PanChIP
https://github.com/ThomasWaldmann/argparse
https://github.com/wkentaro/gdown
https://github.com/pandas-dev/pandas
https://github.com/scipy/scipy
https://github.com/arq5x/bedtools2
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Ubuntu. 
$ sudo apt-get install bedtools 
$ pip3 install argparse gdown pandas scipy 
$ pip3 install panchip --upgrade 

 
Red Hat, CentOS, Fedora. 

$ sudo yum install bedtools 
$ pip3 install argparse gdown pandas scipy 
$ pip3 install panchip --upgrade 

 
We were notified that some users have encountered errors while installing gdown. The 
reported cases were mostly due to the failure of python3-pip to recognize a working 
distribution of pyparsing. This issue can be resolved via installing pyparsing as superuser. 
 
UNIX. 

$ sudo pip3 install pyparsing 
$ pip3 install panchip 
 

While we have tested PanChIP in multiple UNIX distributions and environments, we 
understand that bioinformatics software often generates glitches in an unexpected 
manner. Active issues of PanChIP can be discussed in our GitHub issues page. 

 
 

1.2. Initialization. 
 
If the user successfully installed PanChIP to their system, the next step is to initialize the 
software. The initialization process can be automated via panchip init and will prepare the 
PanChIP library and the bash source codes in a target directory. This directory is designated 
as the library directory of PanChIP and will be crucial for subsequent analyses. 
 
UNIX. 

$ panchip init [-h] library_directory 
 
The user can view the content of the library directory from the terminal. The total size of 
the library directory is 13.6 GB. 
 
UNIX. 

$ ls library_directory 
PanChIP-v.3.0.10    v.3.0 

$ ls library_directory/v.3.0 
Analysis    Filter 

 
 

1.2.1. Troubleshooting. 
 

https://github.com/wkentaro/gdown
https://github.com/pyparsing/pyparsing
https://github.com/pyparsing/pyparsing
https://github.com/hanjunlee21/PanChIP/issues
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The library directory of PanChIP is version-specific and should be updated after every 
upgrade of the PanChIP software. 
 
UNIX. 

$ pip3 install panchip --upgrade 
$ rm -r library_directory 
$ panchip init library_directory 
 
 

2. Bulk analysis of peak sets. 
 
The primary function of PanChIP is to identify the list of proteins that occupy genomic loci 
described by the given peak set. This function of PanChIP is done through panchip analysis. 
The primary output of panchip analysis is the normalized overlap between the bulk of peak 
sets from the PanChIP library and the given peak set. 
 
Normalized overlap is mathematically defined as follows: 
 
𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 𝑛𝑛𝑜𝑜𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑜𝑜 (𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑟𝑟𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑟𝑟𝑛𝑛, 𝑞𝑞𝑞𝑞𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑞𝑞)

= �
�∑ 𝑏𝑏𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 𝑠𝑠𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟  ∗  𝑤𝑤𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑤𝑤ℎ𝑡𝑡𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑟𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 ∈ (𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 ∩ 𝑞𝑞𝑞𝑞𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑞𝑞) � ∙ �∑ 𝑏𝑏𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 𝑠𝑠𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑞𝑞𝑞𝑞𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑞𝑞  ∗  𝑤𝑤𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑤𝑤ℎ𝑡𝑡𝑞𝑞𝑞𝑞𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑞𝑞𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑟𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 ∈ (𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 ∩ 𝑞𝑞𝑞𝑞𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑞𝑞) �

�∑ 𝑏𝑏𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 𝑠𝑠𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟  ∗  𝑤𝑤𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑤𝑤ℎ𝑡𝑡𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑟𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 ∈ 𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 � ∙ �∑ 𝑏𝑏𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 𝑠𝑠𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑞𝑞𝑞𝑞𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑞𝑞  ∗  𝑤𝑤𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑤𝑤ℎ𝑡𝑡𝑞𝑞𝑞𝑞𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑞𝑞𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑟𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 ∈ 𝑞𝑞𝑞𝑞𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑞𝑞 �
 . 

 
The weighting formula for the calculation of the normalized overlap is either the quality score 
indicated by the fifth column in the standard BED6 format (query) or the likelihood of a given 
region showing up as a peak in a ChIP-seq experiment for the DNA-bound protein (reference). 
The mathematical representation of the weighting formula for the reference peak set is as 
follows: 
 

𝑤𝑤𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑤𝑤ℎ𝑡𝑡𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 = 𝑃𝑃�𝑜𝑜𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑝𝑝 ∈ 𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑒𝑜𝑜𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑡𝑡 | 𝑜𝑜𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑝𝑝 ∈  ⋃ 𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑒𝑜𝑜𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑡𝑡𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 �) . 
 
The panchip analysis command computes the normalized overlap through the following three 
steps: 1) preliminary normalization via data permutation, 2) overlap calculation, and 3) 
normalization of the overlap. 
 
1) preliminary normalization. 
 
To ensure that the denominator do not significantly vary library-wide (reference) and input-wide 
(query), a preliminary normalization is performed by permutating the peak set with target values. 
 

𝑡𝑡𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑤𝑤𝑛𝑛𝑡𝑡 �� 𝑏𝑏𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 𝑠𝑠𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟  ∗  𝑤𝑤𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑤𝑤ℎ𝑡𝑡𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟
𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑟𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 ∈ 𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 

�

= max �𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑟𝑟𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑟𝑟𝑛𝑛 ∈ 𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑏𝑏𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑞𝑞 |  � 𝑏𝑏𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 𝑠𝑠𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟  ∗  𝑤𝑤𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑤𝑤ℎ𝑡𝑡𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟
𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑟𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 ∈ 𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 

� , 
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𝑡𝑡𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑤𝑤𝑛𝑛𝑡𝑡 �� 𝑏𝑏𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 𝑠𝑠𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑞𝑞𝑞𝑞𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑞𝑞  ∗  𝑤𝑤𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑤𝑤ℎ𝑡𝑡𝑞𝑞𝑞𝑞𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑞𝑞
𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑟𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 ∈ 𝑞𝑞𝑞𝑞𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑞𝑞

�

= min �𝑞𝑞𝑞𝑞𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑞𝑞 ∈ 𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑜𝑜𝑞𝑞𝑡𝑡 |  � 𝑏𝑏𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 𝑠𝑠𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑞𝑞𝑞𝑞𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑞𝑞  ∗  𝑤𝑤𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑤𝑤ℎ𝑡𝑡𝑞𝑞𝑞𝑞𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑞𝑞
𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑟𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 ∈ 𝑞𝑞𝑞𝑞𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑞𝑞 

� . 

 
2) overlap calculation. 
 
The selection of overlapping peaks is performed by bedtools intersect. 
 
3) normalization of the overlap. 
 
While we had implemented a preliminary normalization step that permutates the library and the 
input until they reach a target value by approximation, there still exists a slight variation in the 
exact values. In order to remove the bias created by this variation, the final value for the 
normalized overlap is acquired by dividing the calculated overlap by the reference- and query-
specific denominator. 
 
UNIX. 

$ panchip analysis [-h] [-t threads] [-r repeats] library_directory input_directory 
output_directory 

 
 

2.1. Positional arguments. 
 
The panchip analysis command requires three positional arguments: 1) the path to the 
library directory, 2) the path to the input directory, and 3) the path to the output 
directory. 
 
1) library_directory. 
 
The library_directory is the path to the library directory designated by panchip init. The 
user can compare the version of the software and the library from the terminal. 
 
UNIX. 

$ panchip --version 
PanChIP 3.0.10 

$ ls library_directory | grep PanChIP-v.*.*.* 
PanChIP-v.3.0.10 

 
2) input_directory. 
 
The input_directory is the path to the input directory that contains the BED files for the 
input peak sets. The input directory should NOT contain files that are not part of the input 
peak sets. The input BED files should be in a standard tab-delimited BED6 format, with fifth 
column being the quality score from 0 to 1,000. The fifth column should NOT be a non-
numerical value. If the user is to run the analysis using a peak set that does not contain a 
quality score, we recommend setting the fifth column values as 1,000. 
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UNIX. 

$ ls input_directory 
input_1.bed    input_2.bed    input_3.bed 

$ head -n 1 input_directory/Input_1.bed 
chr1 1 100 peak1 1000 + 

 
3) output_directory. 
 
The output_directory is the path to the output directory to which the output files will be 
exported. The output directory will be automatically generated if not existent. 
 
 

2.2. Optional arguments. 
 

The panchip analysis command has two optional arguments: threads and repeats. 
Parallelization of panchip analysis is monitored through the jobs command of UNIX. The 
default value for threads is set as 1. The repeats argument indicates the number of technical 
replicates for the command. Due to the preliminary normalization step that permutates the 
peak sets, we recommend utilizing the value for repeats that is greater than or equal to 3 for 
publications. The default value for repeats is set as 1 to enable rapid preliminary analysis. 
 
 

3. Statistical analysis of the results. 
 
In contrary to the panchip analysis command, which compares a set of input peak sets to an 
aggregate peak set derived from a bulk of ChIP-seq experiments, the panchip filter command 
compares an input peak set to each individual dataset to enable statistical analysis of the panchip 
analysis results. 
 
Individual overlap is mathematically defined as follows: 
 
𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑜𝑜𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑞𝑞𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 𝑛𝑛𝑜𝑜𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑜𝑜 (𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑒𝑜𝑜𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑡𝑡, 𝑞𝑞𝑞𝑞𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑞𝑞)

= �
�∑ 𝑏𝑏𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 𝑠𝑠𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑒  ∗  𝑤𝑤𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑤𝑤ℎ𝑡𝑡𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑟𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 ∈ (𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑒 ∩ 𝑞𝑞𝑞𝑞𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑞𝑞) � ∙ �∑ 𝑏𝑏𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 𝑠𝑠𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑞𝑞𝑞𝑞𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑞𝑞  ∗  𝑤𝑤𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑤𝑤ℎ𝑡𝑡𝑞𝑞𝑞𝑞𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑞𝑞𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑟𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 ∈ (𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑒 ∩ 𝑞𝑞𝑞𝑞𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑞𝑞) �

�∑ 𝑏𝑏𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 𝑠𝑠𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑒  ∗  𝑤𝑤𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑤𝑤ℎ𝑡𝑡𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑟𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 ∈ 𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑒 � ∙ �∑ 𝑏𝑏𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 𝑠𝑠𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑞𝑞𝑞𝑞𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑞𝑞  ∗  𝑤𝑤𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑤𝑤ℎ𝑡𝑡𝑞𝑞𝑞𝑞𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑞𝑞𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑟𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 ∈ 𝑞𝑞𝑞𝑞𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑞𝑞 �
 . 

 
Unlike the calculation of the normalized overlap, the calculation of individual overlap does 
not undergo the preliminary normalization step. The weighting formula for the calculation of 
the individual overlap is either the quality score indicated by the fifth column in the standard 
BED6 format (query) or a uniform distribution (reference). 
 
UNIX. 

$ panchip filter [-h] [-t threads] library_directory input_file output_directory 
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The panchip filter command measures the mean, standard deviation, signal-to-noise ratio, and 
Bonferroni-corrected p-value for each DNA-bound protein. The signal-to-noise ratio is defined 
as 
 

𝑠𝑠𝑛𝑛𝑤𝑤𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 𝑡𝑡𝑛𝑛 𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑠𝑠𝑛𝑛 𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑡𝑡𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 (𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑟𝑟𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑟𝑟𝑛𝑛, 𝑞𝑞𝑞𝑞𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑞𝑞)

=
𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 (𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑒𝑜𝑜𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑡𝑡 ∈  𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑟𝑟𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑟𝑟𝑛𝑛 | 𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑜𝑜𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑞𝑞𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 𝑛𝑛𝑜𝑜𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑜𝑜(𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑒𝑜𝑜𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑡𝑡, 𝑞𝑞𝑞𝑞𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑞𝑞))

𝑠𝑠𝑡𝑡𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑜𝑜𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑡𝑡𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 (𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑒𝑜𝑜𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑡𝑡 ∈  𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑟𝑟𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑟𝑟𝑛𝑛 | 𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑜𝑜𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑞𝑞𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 𝑛𝑛𝑜𝑜𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑜𝑜(𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑒𝑜𝑜𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑡𝑡, 𝑞𝑞𝑞𝑞𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑞𝑞)) . 
 
The signal-to-noise ratio is only defined for DNA-bound proteins with number of experiments 
greater than or equal to 2. For DNA-bound proteins with single supporting experiment, the 
standard deviation and signal-to-noise ratio are presented as NA. Bonferroni-corrected p-value 
was measured by an unpaired two-sample Welch’s t-test of all measured individual overlap 
values and individual overlap values specific for the DNA-bound protein. Bonferroni correction 
was performed via multiplying the p-value acquired from the Welch’s t-test by the square root of 
the number of DNA-bound proteins in the library. DNA-bound proteins with signal-to-noise 
ratio greater than 2 and Bonferroni-corrected p-value less than 0.05 are regarded as passing the 
filter. 
 
 

3.1. Positional arguments. 
 

The panchip filter command requires three positional arguments: 1) the path to the library 
directory, 2) the path to the input file, and 3) the path to the output directory. 
 
1) library_directory. 
 
The library_directory is the path to the library directory designated by panchip init. The 
user can compare the version of the software and the library from the terminal. 
 
UNIX. 

$ panchip --version 
PanChIP 3.0.10 

$ ls library_directory | grep PanChIP-v.*.*.* 
PanChIP-v.3.0.10 

 
2) input_file. 
 
The input_file is the path to the input file that is the peak set in the form of the standard 
BED6 format. 
 
UNIX. 

$ head -n 1 input_file 
chr1    1    100    peak1    1000    + 

 
3) output_directory. 
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The output_directory is the path to the output directory to which the output files will be 
exported. The output directory will be automatically generated if not existent. 
 
 

3.2. Optional arguments. 
 

The panchip filter command has single optional argument: threads. Parallelization of 
panchip analysis is monitored through the jobs command of UNIX. The default value for 
threads is set as 1. The panchip filter command does not require the repeats argument as 
the command does not require the preliminary normalization step. 
 
 

4. Output files. 
 
The output files of the PanChIP software are located in the output directory designated by the 
user during the execution of each command. 
 
 

4.1. PanChIP analysis. 
 

The panchip analysis command generates three files and a subdirectory. The three files 
include two bash scripts which were executed while running panchip analysis and a primary 
output file that is the normalized overlap matrix. The subdirectory generated by the 
command contains three files that describes the input statistics. 
 
UNIX. 

$ ls output_directory 
analysis.sh    executable.sh    input.stat    primary.output.tsv 

$ ls output_directory/input.stat 
SUM.count    SUMdivbyWC.count    WC.count 

 
 

4.1.1. Normalized overlap matrix. 
 

The primary.output.tsv file in the output directory contains the normalized overlap 
matrix. The normalized overlap matrix is consisted of N+1 columns that are tab-
delimited, with N being the number of input files. The first column indicates the gene 
symbol for each DNA-bound protein from the PanChIP library. The other columns 
contain the information for the calculated normalized overlap. 
 
UNIX. 

$ head -n 2 output_directory/primary.output.tsv 
TF    input_1    input_2    input_3 
ADNP    0.005    0.008    0.007 
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4.1.2. Input statistics. 

 
The three input statistics files describe the statistical properties of the input peak sets and 
have N rows, with N being the number of input files. The SUM.count file contains the 
sum of {|column 3-column 2| * (column 5)} for each input file, while the WC.count files 
contains the number of rows for each input file. The SUMdivbyWC.count file contains 
the mean of {|column 3-column 2| * (column 5)} for each input file. The order for each 
input file is the same as in the normalized overlap matrix. 
 
 
4.2. PanChIP filter. 

 
The panchip filter command generates four files and a subdirectory. The four files include 
two bash scripts which were executed while running panchip filter, a primary output file 
that is the individual overlap matrix, and a statistics file that contains the signal-to-noise 
ratio matrix. The subdirectory generated by the command contains three files that describes 
the input statistics. 
 
UNIX. 

$ ls output_directory 
executable.sh    filter.sh    input.stat    primary.output.tsv    statistics.tsv 

$ ls output_directory/input.stat 
SUM.count    SUMdivbyWC.count    WC.count 

 
 

4.2.1. Individual overlap matrix. 
 

The primary.output.tsv file in the output directory contains the individual overlap 
matrix. The individual overlap matrix is consisted of three columns. The first column 
indicates the gene symbol for the DNA-bound protein from each experiment in the 
PanChIP library. The second column indicates accession code for each experiment that is 
either the GEO accession code or the ENCODE accession code. The last column contains 
the information for the calculated individual overlap. 
 
UNIX. 

$ head -n 2 output_directory/primary.output.tsv 
TF    Experiment    input_file 
ESR1    GSM1325248    0.005 

 
 

4.2.2. Signal-to-noise ratio and adjusted p-value. 
 

The statistics.tsv file in the output directory contains the signal-to-noise ratio and 
adjusted p-value. The statistics.tsv file is consisted of six columns: 1) gene symbol, 2) 
mean, 3) standard deviation, 4) signal-to-noise ratio, 5) adjusted p-value, and 6) filter. 

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/
https://www.encodeproject.org/
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The signal-to-noise ratio is only defined for DNA-bound proteins with number of 
experiments greater than or equal to 2. For DNA-bound proteins with single supporting 
experiment, the standard deviation and signal-to-noise ratio are presented as NA. DNA-
bound proteins with signal-to-noise ratio greater than 2 and adjusted p-value less than 
0.05 are regarded as passing the filter. 
 
 

4.2.3. Input statistics. 
 

The three input statistics files describe the statistical properties of the input peak set and 
have single row. The SUM.count file contains the sum of {|column 3-column 2| * 
(column 5)} for the input file, while the WC.count files contains the number of rows for 
the input file. The SUMdivbyWC.count file contains the mean of {|column 3-column 2| * 
(column 5)} for the input file. 
 
 

4.2.4. Cell-type-specific PanChIP. 
 

For the ENCODE datasets in the PanChIP library, we have curated the cell line 
information for each experiment. With this information, users can perform cell-type-
specific PanChIP runs. 
 
UNIX. 

$ wget -O cellLine.tsv 
https://raw.githubusercontent.com/hanjunlee21/PanChIP/main/lib/cellLine.txt 
$ cat cellLine.tsv | awk '{if($3!="unknown") {print}}' | head -n 2 

TF    Experiment    cellLine 
MNT    ENCSR261EDU_1    HepG2 

$ paste output_directory/primary.output.tsv cellLine.tsv | awk 
'{if(NR==1||$6=="GM12878") {printf "%s\t%s\t%s\t%s\n",$1,$2,$6,$3}}' > 
output_directory/primary.output.GM12878.tsv 
$ head -n 2 output_directory/primary.output.GM12878.tsv 

TF    Experiment    cellLine    input_file 
TRIM22    ENCSR835XKS_2    GM12878    0.005 

 
 

5. Benchmark analysis. 
 
 

5.1. Analysis of CTCF, REST, and ZNF143 ChIP-seq peak sets. 
 

Peak sets from ChIP-seq experiments for CTCF, REST, ZNF143 in GM12878 cells were 
analyzed by PanChIP (accession codes; CTCF, ENCSR000AKB; REST, ENCSR000BQS; 
ZNF143, ENCSR000DKT). 
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UNIX. 
$ panchip analysis -t 24 -r 3 library_directory input_directory output_directory 
$ panchip filter -t 24 library_directory input_directory/GM12878.CTCF.bed 
output_directory/CTCF 
$ panchip filter -t 24 library_directory input_directory/GM12878.REST.bed 
output_directory/REST 
$ panchip filter -t 24 library_directory input_directory/GM12878.ZNF143.bed 
output_directory/ZNF143 
 
 

 
Figure SM1. Normalized overlap versus signal-to-noise ratio for CTCF, REST, and ZNF143 ChIP-seq 
peak sets from GM12878 cell line (A, CTCF; B, REST; and C, ZNF143). Top hits are indicated in 
colors, with the input protein itself indicated in red. The size of the individual dot is proportional to the 
logarithm of the number of samples. Dashed line indicates the threshold for the signal-to-noise ratio 
filter. 
 
 
CTCF is a key component of the protein complex in the insulator region and primarily 
colocalizes with the components of the cohesin complex, including SMC1A, SMC3, RAD21, 
and STAG1 (Rubio ED et al. Proc Natl Acad Sci, 2008; DOI: 10.1073/pnas.0801273105). 
CTCFL is germ line-specific protein that often localizes in the insulator region (Loukinov DI 
et al. Proc Natl Acad Sci, 2002; DOI: 10.1073/pnas.092123699). 
 
REST is a transcriptional repressor that silences gene transcription via recruiting corepressor 
SIN3A and histone deacetylases (HDACs) (Huang Y et al. Nat Neurosci, 1999; DOI: 
10.1038/13165). SAP30 is a component of the human SIN3A complex (Zhang Y et al. Mol 
Cell, 1998; DOI: 10.1016/S1097-2765(00)80102-1), and EHMT2 is a known binding partner 
of REST that functions as a histone methyltransferase (Roopra A et al. Mol Cell, 2004; DOI: 
10.1016/j.molcel.2004.05.026). 
 
ZNF143 is a transcriptional activator that is known to mediate CTCF-bound promoter-
enhancer loops (Zhou Q et al. Nat Commun, 2021; DOI: 10.1038/s41467-020-20282-1). 
ZNF143 binding is known to often coincide with HCFC1 and GABP binding (Michaud J et 
al. Genome Res, 2013; DOI: 10.1101/gr.150078.112) and with NOTCH1 binding (Ngondo-
Mbongo RP et al. Nucleic Acids Res, 2013; DOI: 10.1093/nar/gkt088). 
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5.2. Analysis of E2F1, CTCF, and JUN ChIP-seq peak sets. 
 

Peak sets from ChIP-seq experiments for E2F1, CTCF, JUN in RPE1 cells were analyzed 
by PanChIP (accession codes; E2F1, GSM5353414; CTCF, GSM5353423; JUN, 
GSM5353435). 
 
UNIX. 

$ panchip analysis -t 24 -r 3 library_directory input_directory output_directory 
$ panchip filter -t 24 library_directory input_directory/RPE1.E2F1.bed 
output_directory/E2F1 
$ panchip filter -t 24 library_directory input_directory/RPE1.CTCF.bed 
output_directory/CTCF 
$ panchip filter -t 24 library_directory input_directory/RPE1.JUN.bed 
output_directory/JUN 
 
 

 
Figure SM2. Normalized overlap versus signal-to-noise ratio for E2F1, CTCF, and JUN ChIP-seq 
peak sets from RPE1 cell line (A, E2F1; B, CTCF; and C, JUN). Top hits are indicated in colors, with 
the input protein itself indicated in red. The size of the individual dot is proportional to the logarithm of 
the number of samples. Dashed line indicates the threshold for the signal-to-noise ratio filter. 
 
 
E2F1 is a key transcription factor that binds to the promoter regions and regulates cell 
proliferation (Dyson N. Genes Dev, 1998; DOI: 10.1101/gad.12.15.2245). BRD4 is a well-
established promoter-bound coactivator of E2F1-dependent transcription (Chapuy B et al. 
Cancer Cell, 2013; DOI: 10.1016/j.ccr.2013.11.003). MED1 is a key component of the 
mediator complex for RNA polymerase II. 
 
CTCF is a key component of the protein complex in the insulator region and primarily 
colocalizes with the components of the cohesin complex, including SMC1A, SMC3, RAD21, 
and STAG1 (Rubio ED et al. Proc Natl Acad Sci, 2008; DOI: 10.1073/pnas.0801273105). 
CTCF is known to directly interact with POLR2A (Chernukhin I et al. Mol Cell Biol, 2007; 
DOI: 10.1128/MCB.01993-06). 
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JUN is a member of the AP-1 transcription factors and forms dimeric complexes with FOS, 
FOSL1, or FOSL2 (Karin M et al. Curr Opin Cell Biol, 1997; DOI: 10.1016/S0955-
0674(97)80068-3).  

 
 

5.3. Comparison of POLR2A ChIP-seq biological replicates. 
 

Peak sets from ChIP-seq experiments for POLR2A in GM12878 cells were analyzed by 
PanChIP (accession code, ENCSR000DKT). Two biological replicate experiments were 
compared to assess the reproducibility of PanChIP outputs. 
 
UNIX. 

$ panchip analysis -t 24 -r 3 library_directory input_directory output_directory 
 
 

 
Figure SM3. Comparison of normalized overlap from two biological replicates of POLR2A ChIP-seq 
peak sets derived from GM12878 cell line. The size of the individual dot is proportional to the 
logarithm of the number of samples. 
 
 
The Pearson’s correlation coefficient between the two biological replicate experiments was 
0.98, with a p-value less than 1.0×10-99. 

 
 

5.4. Cell-type-specific Analysis of IRF4, IRF5, SPI1, and JUND ChIP-seq 
peak sets. 

 
Peak sets from ChIP-seq experiments for IRF4, IRF5, SPI1, and JUND in GM12878 cells 
were analyzed by PanChIP (accession codes; IRF4, ENCSR000BGY; IRF5, 
ENCSR976TBC; SPI1, ENCSR000BGQ; JUND, ENCSR000DYS). 
 
UNIX. 
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$ wget -O cellLine.tsv 
https://raw.githubusercontent.com/hanjunlee21/PanChIP/main/lib/cellLine.tsv 
$ for file in GM12878_IRF4 GM12878_IRF5 GM12878_JUND GM12878_SPI1 
$ do 
$ panchip filter -t 24 library_directory input_directory/$file.bed 
output_directory/$file 
$ paste $file/primary.output.tsv cellLine.tsv | awk '{if(NR==1||$6=="GM12878") {printf 
"%s\t%s\t%s\t%s\n",$1,$2,$6,$3}}' > $file/primary.output.GM12878.tsv 
$ done 

 
 

 
Figure SM4. Bar plot of individual overlap from IRF4, IRF5, SPI1, and JUND ChIP-seq peak sets 
derived from GM12878 cell line. Multiple occurrences indicate biological replicate experiments. 
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